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Abstract 

 
 Mobility support for users connecting to the Internet is an increasing trend. 

Different types of access networks like WiFi, CDMA, and UMTS are available, 

creating a heterogeneous access network environment.  In the Internet today, there are 

a number of providers of various sizes supporting different technologies. Moving 

between such operators different types of authentication methods are often used 

interrupting ongoing services. This, in combination with lacking roaming agreements 

makes mobility among them with maintained connectivity and uninterrupted services 

difficult or even impossible. 

  This thesis proposes an extended functionality to the Authentication, 

Authorization and Accounting (AAA) protocol that enables a single AAA 

infrastructure to exist in a heterogeneous network environment and that enables 

interconnection between different operators in a tree-like structure of AAA servers. 

Mobile devices will maintain their IP address while connected to a network different 

from the home network independent of the network access technology. Furthermore, a 

scalability study is carried out in order to determine what is required from an AAA 

system in order for it to perform when dealing with larger numbers of users, service 

providers as well as supporting new technologies.  A method for providing 

information to base handover decisions for intra- and inter-operator mobility is also 

proposed. The suggested method selects the access network that according to a metric 

based on jitter and delay shows best performance.  

Evaluations show that authentication and IP address assignment can be supported 

in an efficient way in comparison with state of the art for both Ethernet and PPP 

based access networks using a common AAA infrastructure. CPU, memory, and 

network link capacity in the home AAA server are identified as the primary 

bottlenecks when discussing scalability in RADIUS based AAA infrastructures and 

guidelines are proposed to address scalability issues during system design. The metric 

proposed to support in handover decisions shows that bandwidth can be estimated 

with more than 90% accuracy for WiFi, CDMA, and UMTS access networks. 
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Chapter 1: Thesis Introduction 
 

 

This chapter provides an introduction to the thesis and describes the workflow in 

the form of a graphical roadmap. Background is covered as well as a short summary 

of the included papers. 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 
The use of smart-phones and other highly portable devices has increased greatly 

over the last couple of years. Applications requiring Internet access have evolved 

from email and simple web browsing to real-time streaming applications and games 

placing high demands on the network connection. Most mobile devices are equipped 

with a number of network interfaces and using these in an efficient way is a 

challenge. An important thing therefore when interconnecting different networks and 

service providers across the global Internet, and using publicly available wireless 

networks, is to consider that security becomes a very important issue. High demands 

are put on efficient AAA handling to enable user authentication and data traffic 

encryption in the network. Also a main challenge includes determining which 

network interface that is the most beneficial to use at a time, taking into account 

parameters such as network performance. Furthermore, switching between networks, 

or performing a handover typically involves a number of difficulties such as 

redirecting traffic without disturbance like packet loss. 

 

1.1.1 Research question and outcomes 

 
The main research question addressed in this thesis is how to enable secure and 

scalable roaming support in heterogeneous access networks. The focus is on 

developing an AAA proposal, and to identify performance issues, related to 

authentication and network selection for mobility in heterogeneous access networks.  

The term heterogeneous access network in this context refers to access networks 

of different technologies. Issues typically include loss of service during handover 

caused by the authentication process where high latencies, suboptimal performance 

due to bad handover decisions, scalability problems with increasing number of users 

matters. For a service provider, handling these issues is essential for providing a 

feasible and reliable service that is accessible across technologies and in a multi-

operator environment. 

The overall goal is to enable an AAA model for mobility between virtually any 

access technologies, wireless as well as wired without the need for pre-established 

roaming agreements between all parties. In order to achieve seamless inter-operator 

mobility, high demands are put on the AAA system to provide means for user 

admission as well as payment to the provider etc. Another important parameter is 

scalability on a global level. Scalability in this context refers to the system or 

protocols ability to handle a growing amount of users and/or usage. 
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The main outcome of this thesis is a proposed architecture for supporting AAA 

and mobility among network service providers and between access technologies. 

Further, a model is developed for estimating available network resources with high 

frequency without saturating the network link in order to base handover decisions. 

 

 

1.1.2 Thesis Contribution 
 

It should be noted that the contributions presented in this thesis are focused on the 

mobility supporting part of the network. Other limitations that might exist with any 

access technology such as bad coverage or high cost etc. as well as business and 

payment models are beyond the scope of this thesis.  

 

A common architecture with inter-technology support for AAA protocols 

Most common AAA handling protocols are typically configured for use with one 

access technology at a time. Since, in a heterogeneous networking environment a 

wide range of technologies may be available. A uniform AAA protocol is needed that 

supports a wide range of technologies simultaneously. 

Also, when interconnecting network service providers and different access 

technologies the system must be designed for handling not only the AAA part 

(including QoS profiles) but also network related problems like IP mobility between 

subnets. Service providers must agree upon which tunneling techniques should be 

used and which Quality of Service (QoS) classes should be supported etc. 

When implementing and testing a system it might work perfectly for a few or a 

few dozens of users but when deploying a system in a larger scale with tens of 

thousands of users it might behave completely different. Identifying bottlenecks and 

weak points is important to, if possible avoid or at least try to dampen the impact of 

such factors. By looking at the system as a whole, and gathering information on 

where the weakest links are, design guidelines may be formed in order to build more 

efficient and scalable systems. 
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Figure 1.1Hierarchical interconnection of service providers 

 

Figure 1.1 shows a conceptual overview of the proposed AAA architecture where 

a hierarchical model is used. A service provider needs only to have a pre-established 

trust with directly connected entities and messages are routed throughout the tree. 

Mobility management signaling and configuration parameters are carried within AAA 

messages and tunnels are established dynamically between service providers in order 

to maintain seamless mobility on the network layer. This thesis contributes with a 

mechanism for supporting different networking technologies from the same AAA 

infrastructure. Also, a scalability study is carried out to investigate how a system will 

perform in a larger scale scenario. 

 

Evaluating available resources in order to make appropriate handover decisions 

based on low-impact measurements 

Regardless of whether the handover decision is carried out manually by the user or 

by an automated software component, an accurate prediction of what performance 

may be expected of the target network is very useful. Measurements methods that 

have little or none impact on the network as well as accurate calculation models are 

needed in order to estimate available resources prior to taking a handover decision. 

This thesis contributes with a method and a model for estimating available bandwidth 

using only low impact probing packets. 

 

 

1.1.3 Thesis Organization 

 
The remainder of this chapter provides and an overview of published papers as 

well as a roadmap tying them together. Chapter 2 gives a more in-depth background 

to the work presented in this thesis. Chapter 3 discusses related work in the area. 

Chapters 4 through 7 are based on published papers while Chapter 8 provides 
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conclusions, how the thesis relates to related work, and discusses openings for future 

work. 

 

1.2 Roadmap and Brief Summaries of Included Publications 

 
 The work presented in this thesis is contained in seven peer-reviewed publications 

of which four are included as chapters in this thesis.  

 

1.2.1 Roadmap 

 
Publications included in this thesis are presented in figure 1.2 The arrows indicate 

the logical workflow that led to each publication. The publications within colored 

boxes are the ones included in this thesis, green are the ones with me as first author. 

 

 

Multimedia flow mobility in 

heterogeneous networks using 

multihomed mobile IP 

M4: MultiMedia Mobility Manager : a 

seamless mobility management 

architecture supporting multimedia 

applications

Estimating network 

performance using low impact 

probing

A uniform AAA handling scheme for 

heterogeneous networking 

environments

A Scalability Study of AAA support 

in heterogeneous networking 

environments with global roaming 

support

Bandwidth efficient mobility 

management for heterogeneous 

wireless networks

Multimedia QoE 

Optimized 

Management Using 

Prediction and 

Statistical Learning

 

Figure 1.2 Publication roadmap 
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1.2.2 Summaries of Included Publications 
 

M4: MultiMedia Mobility Manager : a seamless mobility management 

architecture supporting multimedia applications This paper presents the 

implementation and proof-of-concept evaluation of a versatile mobility management 

system based on multi-homed mobile IP with soft handovers. A network layer metric 

for access network selection is presented, based on round-trip time and jitter. In a 

graphical user interface, the user may enter preferences regarding network 

performance, battery consumption and monetary cost which will be the base for the 

access network selection policy. Also, an asymmetric decision model for vertical 

handover is implemented when switching between access networks with significantly 

different performance in order to reduce packet loss and erratic behavior. An 

experimental evaluation using CDMA2000 and IEEE 802.11 networks is presented 

running a Voice over IP (VoIP) application on top. Results are really convincing and 

in line with previously simulated results. During VoIP sessions 0% packet loss was 

achieved when moving between WiFi and UMTS networks. My contribution was 

prototype implementation to a large extent, carrying out evaluations and writing. 

 

Estimating network performance using low impact probing This paper 

presents a model for estimating available bandwidth on a network link using very low 

impact probing packets. The purpose for the estimation is to improve access network 

selection when using bandwidth demanding applications. The model uses statistical 

information about the continuously measured network delay and jitter in order to 

calculate an estimated available bandwidth. During evaluation in WLAN and CDMA 

networks the available bandwidth was estimated with 92% significance. Furthermore, 

since some network links may vary significantly in up and downlink delay which may 

cause measurement problems, a method is proposed for determining the difference in 

these delays separately by sending return-traffic alternate ways. My contribution was 

developing the idea behind the paper, carrying out the evaluation and writing most of 

the paper. 

 

A uniform AAA handling scheme for heterogeneous networking 

environments This paper discusses problems related to interconnecting multiple 

different access technologies using one common AAA system. Using a RADIUS 

based AAA architecture, IEEE 802.1x is used in combination with the DHCP 

protocol in order to provide a AAA server originated configuration for Ethernet based 

connections in the same way as is done for PPP based connections. The solution is 

implemented as a plug-in which is installed in local AAA servers communicates with 

a DHCP server on the same subnet. Evaluation results of a real-world implementation 

show that the authentication and configuration is carried out very efficiently, both for 

PPP and Ethernet based connections using the same AAA architecture. A total 

connection setup time for WiFi was measured to be 0,47s including IP address 

assignment. My contribution was developing the main concept for the paper, 

implementing the software prototype, and writing most of the content. 
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A Scalability Study of AAA support in heterogeneous networking 

environments with global roaming support This paper presents an insight into key 

performance issues in a large AAA architecture. AAA server performance and 

network traffic during AAA handling is studied in an experimental setup. Results 

show that AAA server performance suffers from different parameters depending on 

the context. It may be mostly from cryptographic calculations and user database 

lookups if the authentication rate is high and the server is located close to the 

supplicant. If the server is located further away, the network performance and server 

RAM memory comes to play a larger role. Experimental results combined with 

analytical calculations provide models and methods for determining AAA system 

scalability and design guidelines to handle different scenarios. My contribution was 

carrying out studies, analysis and writing the paper. 

 

1.3 Chapter Summary 
This chapter introduced the thesis and provided an insight to, and a brief summary 

of the included publications. A roadmap was provided that show the included 

publications and how they relate to each other. The next chapter will provide the 

background information that acts as a base for, and motivates this thesis work 

including discussions around performance in mobility management and AAA 

handling. 
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Chapter 2: Background 

 

 

 

 
This chapter will cover background information on mobility management, 

performance issues in heterogeneous networks, and AAA solutions and architectures. 

 

 

2.1 Heterogeneous Networking and Mobility 
 

When talking about mobility in the context of computer networking and Internet 

access we often refer to the ability to move around freely and maintain connectivity. 

Following the development and increasing popularity of mobile devices such as 

smartphones and laptops it is easy to see and realize a growing request for access 

networks with good coverage and support for mobility. Today we can see a number of 

wireless technologies developed to support this need.  Technologies exist with widely 

varying characteristics depending on their intended use. The differences most 

noticeable to the end user are in performance, cost, and coverage. There is satellite 

based communication which offers world-wide coverage but limited performance and 

very high cost. On the other hand there are solutions like IEEE 802.11 or WiFi that 

offers  high capacity at low cost, but with very limited coverage (<200 m). In 

between, there are technologies like WiMAX and cellular network technologies like 

UMTS and CDMA. 

The term heterogeneous networks, which is used throughout this thesis refers to 

network access where more than one networking technology is available at the same 

time and/or location. Because of the above mentioned variations in access network 

characteristics, it is likely that combining a set of technologies and using the one that 

is most suitable at the time would be the most beneficial method. In fact, many mobile 

devices manufactured today are equipped with multiple wireless interfaces e.g. 

UMTS and WiFi. There are however a number of special issues that arise when 

combining communication technologies, IP subnets and service providers in order to 

provide seamless mobility, ranging from low-level technological problems to high-

level economical models for billing etc. A subset of these problems from a more 

technological perspective will be discussed throughout the remainder of this chapter. 

 

2.1.1 Mobility Management 

 
In this thesis, the term mobility is an overarching concept covering everything 

from the ability to roam between different access technologies to mobility that is 

handled by individual applications. This section will provide an overview of current 

solutions to mobility related issues on different layers of the OSI model.  
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First off a set of terms commonly used when describing mobility management 

scenarios will be described. The most important entity is the mobile node (MN) which 

typically is a computer or handheld device that is subject to the mobility. In typical 

scenarios a peer with which the MN communicates, called a correspondent node (CN) 

is usually included. The term multi-homing describes the case where a MN has 

multiple network connections active simultaneously through different paths. Mobility 

management can be split into two distinctly different categories, terminal based and 

network based, where in the former case the critical parts of mobility management 

such as handover decision making is performed in the MN whereas in the latter case it 

is performed in the network and thereby is transparent to the mobile device. 

The main advantages of placing the decision functionality in the network include: 

the network can optimize performance by taking a set of nodes rather a single node 

into account when making decisions and that the MN does not necessarily need to be 

aware of the mobile scenario since the network can abstract it. The drawbacks of 

network based mobility management include major changes in network infrastructure 

to provide support at all locations and also prevent the user from being a part of the 

mobility management related decisions. 

The task of changing the network attachment point for a mobile device is 

generally referred to as performing a handover. There are two basic types of 

handovers, namely horizontal and vertical, each of which can be further 

subcategorized into hard and soft handover. Horizontal handover refers to changing 

the point of attachment within the same technology. An example of this would be a 

WiFi network where access points are interconnected to form an Extended Service 

Set (ESS). The network interface will re-associate with a new access point while 

maintaining connectivity on the same interface. Vertical handover on the other hand 

means switching between different technologies. This type of handover is performed 

when switching between e.g. WiFi and UMTS networks often requiring switch of 

network interface and changes in IP configuration. The difference between hard and 

soft handover is that during a hard handover, network connectivity is dropped while 

establishing a new connection. During a soft handover, the old connection is 

maintained while the new session is established. Soft, horizontal handovers are more 

demanding since they typically require more than one hardware interface to the same 

technology in order to perform a new connection while the old one is still operational. 

Horizontal handovers are typically handled on the data-link layer where the 

network interface changes its point of attachment and frames are sent a different path 

in the subnet. This procedure may still involve transactions causing handover delay 

like radio scanning and DHCP re-negotiation, however, the same IP address is still 

valid which in most cases will keep on-going connections alive. During vertical/inter-

subnet handovers this is typically not the case. IP addresses are often said to have a 

dual nature in that they can be seen as both a location identifier as well as an endpoint 

identifier. The location identifier (network portion) of the IP address is used during 

transit throughout the network in order to find the endpoint location. When a mobile 

node changes subnet, the IP address can therefore not be migrated without changing 

the location identifier and thereby breaking ongoing connections. 
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Figure 2.1 Mobility management in the OSI model 

 

Many solutions exist to address this issue in a variety of ways ranging from 

application to network layer solutions. At the network layer, the most widespread 

approach is Mobile IP (MIP) [1]. In Mobile IP the mobile node, MN is assumed to 

belong to a Home Network on which its IP address is always valid. When the mobile 

node leaves the home network a server entity, called a Home Agent (HA) is 

responsible for intercepting traffic destined for the MN and tunnel it to the MNs 

current network. Returning traffic is then tunneled back to the HA and sent from the 

home network to the destination. Tunneling is done, either directly to the MN or to a 

server entity called a Foreign Agent (FA) in the visited network. The FA will then act 

as a tunnel endpoint, and de/encapsulate packet to/from the MN. Connections are 

established and maintained by sending binding update messages between the included 

entities in order to signal changes in the topology. Using this mechanism, the MN can 

keep the same IP address while roaming and IP connectivity is maintained. The 

Mobile IP protocol is designed to be transparent to overlying layers.  

 

(FA2)

HA

(FA1)

Home networkMN

CN

 
Figure 2.2 Mobile IP scenario 
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When running on an IPv6 platform, new possibilities are introduced to MIP. As 

seen in [2] route optimization can be used to direct traffic directly to the CN. This 

mechanism increases the efficiency by reducing overhead and unnecessary routing, 

especially if the MN and CN are topologically close. 

At the transport layer, the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [3] is an 

example of a mobility management solution that supports multi-homing. The SCTP 

protocol replaces the otherwise commonly used UDP and TCP protocols. In the multi-

homed case, SCTP informs the CN about all of its addresses and establishes a 

transmission path through each connection. This path is then monitored and 

maintained by HEARTBEAT chunks which are acknowledged by the server with a 

HEARTBEAT-ACK chunk. This monitoring traffic can also be used to measure 

network performance parameters such as delay and jitter to use as a decision criteria 

for path selection. 

The SCTP protocol also has some significant advantages over the ordinary TCP 

and UDP protocols when transferring data including higher security and better 

performance due to the multi-stream capability [4]. Multi-streaming means that that 

several streams can be transferred simultaneously in a single SCTP association. Using 

this mechanism, for example in a HTTP web request, the entire web page is 

transferred in parallel,  rather than making  new TCP connections for each component 

on the page which reduces signaling overhead and server load. 

A special version of SCTP that has additional support for mobility is “mobile 

SCTP” or mSCTP [5]. mSCTP is an extension of SCTP in that a option called ADDIP 

is implemented. This option enables each endpoint to add and delete IP addresses to 

or from an established association and thus enabling any network to be added and 

chosen as primary path during on-going data transmission. In [6] a handover latency 

performance study is carried out between the mSCTP and MIPv6 protocols. mSCTP 

outperforms MIPv6 with 67 milliseconds as compared to 1841 milliseconds  in 

average vertical handover latency, this is mainly explained by the large binding 

update delays for MIPv6. SIGMA [7] is yet an example of an implementation for 

supporting SCTP based mobility. Like in mSCTP, SIGMA outperforms MIPv6 when 

it comes to handover latency, packet loss rate and throughput. It is also proven to be 

more network friendly when it comes to handling TCP slow start than MIP which can 

be an important factor in modern networking. 

Another transport layer solution is MSOCKS [8] which is based on the SOCKS 

[9] protocol which was originally created to support traversal of firewalls. MSOCKS 

is implemented by introducing an intermediate proxy server on a public fixed 

network. All connections from a MN will first go to the proxy which in turn will set 

up a connection to the CN and create a communications channel. If the mobile client 

changes its location and point of attachment, the connection can be reestablished 

without breaking the connection to the CN. Common for all transport layer protocols 

is that they have to be supported in both end-points. 

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [10] is a text-based application layer 

protocol that is designed for initiation, modification, and termination of interactive 

multimedia sessions such as video, games, conferencing etc. A user is identified by a 

SIP identity in form of a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) which looks similar to an 

email address. A central SIP server or registrar keeps track of users and their last 

known IP address. Sessions are initiated using an INVITE message. SIP also 
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implements a specialized re-INVITE message that can be used to inform a CN that 

the MN has changed some characteristics, e.g. the IP address, mid-session. When a 

re-INVITE message is received, a new connection is immediately established with the 

new address and the session can continue. This protocol works only for SIP enabled 

applications and running multiple applications would imply running multiple SIP 

sessions in parallel. 

SIP is also used by the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [11] standardized in 2002 

by 3GPP. The IMS architecture creates two distinctly separated planes; service 

control plane and transport plane. This separation provides the ability to introduce 

new services into the service control plane regardless of the underlying transport 

plane. The purpose of IMS is to provide an overarching architecture common for all 

operators and technologies that will enable a user to roam freely between access 

technologies and different operators. Since the service layer is separated from the 

transport layer, all services are available at all locations. IMS uses only standardized 

IETF protocols that run over IP, like SIP. Because IMS decouples the access network 

from the service being used, IMS is sometimes a less appealing architecture from a 

business perspective. 

Charging a consumer for a used service is much more complex when the service 

has been carried over a set of different operators and access technologies with 

different pricing etc. rather than by a single operator. While IMS was originally 

designed for 3G networks it now supports other access technologies like WiMax, 

WLAN and also fixed networks. 

 

2.1.2 Handovers and Performance 
 

Performing a handover is, in most cases related to some kind of service disruption, 

albeit very briefly in some cases. Radio frequency scanning, access point association, 

automated configuration and mobility management protocol signaling are all 

examples of procedures that will impact the handover performance. Wireless network 

interface cards typically only have one radio which means that it will have to drop the 

ongoing session and free the radio in order to scan for other base stations. When the 

intended point of attachment has been identified, there is typically need for some 

communications protocol negotiation in order to initiate first contact with the 

attachment point. Negotiation parameters may include data-link layer protocol, header 

compressions, user authentication, and authorization. Next step involves IP 

configuration and establishing a path to the internet. If some mobility management 

protocol is used, signaling in the form of re-/registration messages will cause 

additional delays.  

The ITU-T states that in order for a VoIP call not to be affected, the handover 

latency should stay below 50 ms [12]. During horizontal handovers in e.g. WiFi and 

cellular networks these constraints are typically met without greater effort. However, 

completing the steps mentioned in the previous paragraph, combined during vertical 

handovers will often cause service outages in the range of hundreds of milliseconds 

up to several seconds in worst cases. For real-time applications such as VoIP and 

video, this will lead to a significant and noticeable service disruption.  

Another factor that may affect the overall network performance is extensive 

signaling by the mobility management protocol. Depending on the protocol, a 
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significant amount of signaling may need to take place in order to establish new 

associations between entities which may cause extensive network traffic. Also, in 

order to detect changing network conditions and react timely, the MN may be 

required to probe available resources at high rate. Probing the available bandwidth 

periodically may place high momentary load on the network which will affect other 

users and disrupt ongoing packet flows.  

In cases where the MN is located for some time at the edge between two adjacent 

networks an unwanted situation may arise where the mobility management protocol is 

not able to make a good decision and oscillates back and forth between the two 

networks. If the target network is predicted to be only slightly better than the currently 

active, switching over and placing load on the target network may cause the 

prediction to be inverted since the target network will decrease its available resources 

and the original network will increase causing an oscillation between the two. This so 

called ping-pong effect will cause extensive signaling and service disruption. 

Network characteristics and performance are likely to fluctuate over time, 

especially in wireless environments. Therefore the network has to be continuously 

monitored in order to make decisions regarding access network selection. 

Measurement methods as well as metrics need to be carefully chosen to provide a fair 

and accurate decision making. 

The term network performance can have multiple meanings depending on the 

application used. A VoIP call for instance has high demands on delay and jitter at low 

bandwidths while a FTP download only needs the highest possible throughput. With 

this in mind, the decision making entity should take into consideration not only the 

measureable network parameters but also the types of applications used and their 

requirements. Other parameters could also be included in the decision process such as 

monetary cost and power consumption but since these parameters are relatively 

constant they are not covered by this study. However, for some wireless technologies 

such as UMTS the output power is adjusted according to the signal distance to the 

base station. In such cases the power consumption of a mobile device can be severely 

affected by the distance to the base station. 

When it comes to measuring and determining the network performance it can be 

carried out in a multitude of ways. Two basic categories are passive and active 

probing. Passive probing includes measuring the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and 

other radio parameters that can be measured without putting any strain on the 

network. Active probing on the other hand actively sends traffic that is used to carry 

out the measurement. It is always preferred to have minimum impact on the network 

while making good and frequent measurements. A good tradeoff between the 

mentioned methods is needed to provide the optimum information to the decision 

engine and this tradeoff is hard to define. 

Since low level parameters such as signal strength and radio resource availability, 

while giving valuable indication of radio performance are very technology specific 

and therefore hard to use when comparing to technologies to each other. Network 

layer parameters such as delay and jitter on the other hand are access technology 

neutral if certain characteristics are taken into account when performing the 

measurements, such as initial packet delays in the network. 

When it comes to real-time media like VoIP and video streams, such applications 

are typically most sensitive to delay and jitter in the network. Delay is defined as the 
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time it takes for a data packet to traverse the network from end to end [13]. Jitter is 

defined as the variation in delay and there is a multitude of ways to calculate the jitter. 

One common way to calculate jitter is stated in [14] where it is calculated as a sliding 

average of the difference between a momentary delay measurement and the average 

delay. While delay and jitter can be used individually as metrics they can also be used 

in combination to provide a composite metric.  

 

Tup Tdown

Host A

Host B

Tup Tdown

 
Figure 2.3 Uni-direcional delay 

 

One important aspect to notice is that since a network link can vary significantly 

in up and downlink delay it is sometimes necessary to measure them individually 

rather than assuming that they are equal. The problem with measuring unidirectional 

or one-way delay is that both end nodes must have synchronized clocks. Standard 

clock synchronization using the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [15] does not often 

support enough accuracy for the measurement. The proposed solution is to use GPS 

time synchronization which will provide microsecond accuracy but will require both 

end nodes to have a GPS receiver. Another way of estimating the unidirectional delay 

is presented in [16] where multi-homed nodes measure the differences in one way 

delay of two of more links by alternating the return path of a round-trip measurement. 

For network selection purposes this can be a useful way of measuring but will require 

that all measured links are active at the same time. 

The Mean Opinion Score (MOS), described for use with VoIP in [17] is a 

subjective value used to grade the quality of a voice transmission over a media. The 

MOS value is originally based on subjective testing where a group of test persons was 

asked to listen to a set of pre-defined English sentences with different quality and rate 

them on  a scale from 1 to 5 where 5 being the highest quality. Even though MOS is 

originally a strictly subjective value methods have been developed to estimate the 

MOS value using delay, jitter and packet loss rate [18] which enables the possibility 

to use the MOS value directly as a network selection metric. 

The conversion of delay, jitter and packet loss rate to MOS value is done by first 

calculating an R-value. The R-value is a transmission rating value defined by the 

ITU-T E-model [19] used as a generic value for rating audio transmissions. The R-

value is based on an ideal value of 100 from which deductions are made depending of 

various impairment factors such as delay and jitter. The R-value is then recalculated 

into MOS value as expressed in [19]. Choosing the access network that will provide 

the best MOS value is beneficial for VoIP applications while not necessarily 

providing the best access for other types of applications. 
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The available bandwidth is another metric that can be very useful for classifying 

network performance. However, determining the available bandwidth without placing 

too much stress on the link is a very complicated task. The only way to exactly 

determine the available bandwidth through a link is to, for a specific time period, 

flood the link and measure the achieved throughput during that time.  

With the measurement frequency needed to react to changes in the network the 

flooding technique is not feasible since it places too much load on the network. 

 

2.2 Security, Privacy, and AAA 
 

2.2.1 Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting 
 

In a heterogeneous networking environment various networking technologies and 

service providers exist within the same area. The ability to access different networks 

through different interfaces from different providers places an extra high demand on 

the security aspects, both from a user and an operator perspective. A big part of the 

security enforcement is user authentication. A user is authenticated in order to 

determine the user access rights and which user account to charge for the service 

usage. A secure way of performing user authentication lies in the users as well as the 

service providers mutual interest since service providers are not willing to let 

unauthorized users access their service for free and/or in an unregulated fashion. The 

users, on the other hand are keen to protect their accounts from being used by 

unauthorized persons at their expense. 

User authentication may be carried out in a number of ways. Generally, 

authentication attributes can be categorized into three major groups: “Something you 

know” – may be a password or a PIN code that the user knows and keeps secret. 

“Something you have” – May be a key card, SIM card, or some kind of hardware key 

that contains unique information. Finally “Something you are” – May be a fingerprint, 

a voice pattern or some other physical attribute. These attributes are measured using 

biometric sensors which are available on some laptops etc. 

There are pros and cons with most methods and the trade-off is typically between 

level of security, convenience, and feasibility. Ordinary passwords are a good 

example, the longer and more complicated the password is, the harder it is to figure 

out and hence is more secure. On the other hand, a long password is harder to 

remember and takes longer time to enter. Hardware keys such as SIM cards are not 

always convenient since they often require a specialized hardware interface and are 

often placed in an inconvenient location within the device. Hardware keys should also 

always be combined with some kind of PIN code since they are vulnerable if lost. 

Biometric attributes are reliable, given that the sensor is accurate, and may be very 

convenient to use. They require however, very specialized hardware which cannot be 

found on all devices.  

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting, AAA is a general term for the 

procedure that involves authenticating a user, determining what resources and actions 

to give access to and finally how to keep track of usage, for statistic and/or billing 

purposes. AAA handling is typically technology and service provider dependent 

which makes it a challenging matter from a heterogeneity perspective. Standardized 
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AAA protocols include DIAMETER [20], RADIUS [21], and TACACS [22]. Support 

for such protocols is common in most networking equipment. Most available AAA 

servers support inter-connection between servers and domains which is interesting 

from a multi-operator, heterogeneous perspective. However, even if the AAA 

protocol is standardized, its application and behavior may differ significantly 

depending on the technology and configuration, making inter-connection of different 

networks challenging. A common AAA infrastructure consists of one or more central 

AAA servers which serve the connected access-points and network switches. 

Another challenge is to establish a business model that supports payment for 

services from many different providers. Ideally, a user should have one subscription 

which will be valid in many networks and the corresponding service provider should 

receive payment for the service delivered, regardless of whether the user is a direct 

customer or if the user is a customer at some other provider. This question, albeit 

interesting, involves determining a pricing model for many different cases and 

technologies as well as a way of informing the user of costs involved with different 

access alternatives and is outside the scope for this thesis. 

 

2.2.2 Data Integrity and Privacy 
 

Maintaining privacy and data integrity is a recurring question when discussing 

networking, especially wireless. Accessing various data in a shared medium, such as 

over the air opens up for a number of attacks. Private information can be sniffed from 

packets or packets can be modified either in contents or in headers which will change 

their behavior in the network or at the recipient. Securing the data transfer is one of 

the key issues to enable use of publicly accessible networking technologies in order to 

build truly heterogeneous networking environments.  There are basically three 

different levels within the OSI model at which security is typically handled. 

 Data-link layer security consists of encrypting the frames sent over a shared 

medium. The WiFi Protected Access (WPA) [23] protocol is an example of this 

where keys are negotiated through a number of handshakes between a mobile station 

and a wireless access point. After keys are established, these are used to encrypt data 

between the client and the access point. The access point will only accept data from 

that client encrypted with the corresponding key and data integrity is thereby ensured. 

WWAN networks like UMTS and CDMA typically implement encryption by default 

while in e.g. WiFi access points the default setting involves no encryption. The 

drawback however of implementing data-link layer security only in the access 

network is that when the data is transported over the internet it is typically 

unprotected. 

At the network layer, the IPSec [24] protocol is used to create a secure transfer of 

IP packets between two destinations. A Security Association (SA) is established 

between communicating parties using certificates or pre-shared keys (PSK). Once the 

SA has been established, IP packets are encrypted during end-to-end transit. IPSec 

has mechanisms to ensure header integrity and to prevent replay-attacks which will 

make it immune to most common attacks at the network layer. The drawback of using 

IPSec for all flows is that SAs will have to be established with all intended 

destinations which can be both time and resource consuming. IPSec packets also 

require extra overhead data in packets which reduces the effective bandwidth. 
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On the upper layers security enforcement can be handled per application or flow. 

Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) [25] is used to encrypt 

packets between software entities such as web browsers, e-mail clients, and servers. 

TLS/SSL sessions are established using a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). A server 

typically holds a certificate that is signed by a Certificate Authority (CA). All clients 

then have a public key that is derived from that certificate. Using the public key, 

clients can verify data that has been signed with the private key. Thereby the client 

can ensure that the server is authentic. In order to encrypt the traffic to be transported, 

a key is needed. A pre-key is generated by the client, encrypted using the public key 

and sent to the server. The server decrypts the key using the private key and creates a 

session key from the acquired pre-key and the client does the same. This way, the 

same key is used in both ends and secure communication can be ensured between two 

verified entities. While this approach supports security through all the layers, it must 

be implemented on a per-application basis and the application needs to support SSL 

encryption. SSL encryption also introduces overhead in data traffic and initial delay 

caused by network signaling and CPU intensive cryptographic calculations. 

While there are pros and cons with different security protocols, the most common 

and practical approach is to apply moderate security at lower layers and high security 

for more demanding applications such as business transactions, card payments, and 

transmissions of other personal or mission critical information. This is also the most 

practical solution from a mobility and heterogeneous networking perspective since 

not all technologies are enabled for high security at lower layers. Most regular 

network traffic requires a lower security level, therefore it will be inefficient to enable 

high security on all flows and thereby introducing high network and computational 

overhead. 

 

2.3 Chapter Summary 
 

This chapter discusses mobility management, AAA and security enforcement 

protocols and how these affect the network performance during mobility in a 

heterogeneous networking environment. Common protocols are described and the 

trade-off between high security and high performance/low latency handovers is 

discussed. 
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Chapter 3: Related Work 
 

This chapter presents related work on mobility management and AAA handling in 

heterogeneous networks. Section 3.1 covers academic work in the area of 

performance improvements for mobility management protocols. Section 3.2 will 

focus on AAA handling protocols. Section 3.3 will give a chapter summary. 

 

3.1 Related Work within the Area of Performance in 

Mobility Management 
 

A plethora of papers exist within the area of mobility management performance 

discussing factors such as handover latency, network overhead and access network 

selection. There are mainly two major issues addressed, namely WHEN to perform 

handover, and HOW should the handover be carried out in the most efficient way. To 

be precise, the studied subjects are network selection algorithms and mobility 

management protocol efficiency. 

 

3.1.1 Mobility 
 

 Gustafsson et. al. described their vision of being Always Best Connected (ABC) 

[26] which is by many researchers considered to be the fundamental vision for 

efficient mobility management. The idea is to enable connectivity over a number of 

different access technologies in order to enhance availability and user experience. As 

mobility management protocols such as MIP [1] and SIP [10] (described in the 

previous chapter) were acknowledged and standardized, papers on suggested 

improvements and additional functionality in this protocols were produced in high 

numbers.  

Naturally, a lot of work has been focused on minimizing the handover latency. 

Hierarchical MIP (HMIP) is explained in [27] as a way of lowering the handoff 

delays by introducing an intermediate node called a Mobility Anchor Point (MAP). 

MAPs are used to split the network into domains in which each MAP is responsible 

for handling mobility. In this way, intra domain handover latency can be reduced. 

Hsieh et al. [28] introduces S-MIP, a mobility solution aimed at minimizing the 

handoff latency in IPv6 networks. This is accomplished by combining hierarchical 

Mobile IP with Fast-handoff mechanism.  
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Figure 3.1 Hierarchical MIP 

 

The above figure shows an exemplified view of the hierarchical MIP topology 

layout where a set of access routers can be covered by the same MAP. If the mobile 

node, MN roams within the domain covered by the same MAP, only the registration 

between the MN and the MAP needs to be updated. Fast handoff is based on signaling 

between routers in order to begin the connection to the new Access Router, AR before 

disconnecting the old AR. It also uses Layer 2 triggers to notify the network that a 

handoff is about to take place. 

 

The authors stated the goals for this implementation: 

• Extremely low handoff latency 

• Minimal Handoff Signaling 

• Indoor Large Open Space Environment 

• Scalability, High Availability, Fault Tolerance 

 

The S-MIP architecture resembles the one described for hierarchical MIP where 

handover decisions are taken in the MN and enforced in the network. Handover 

decisions are based on a number of parameters and calculated in a Decision Engine, 

DE. Another interesting feature described in S-MIP is a function that tries to predict 

MN movement based on trends, it can be determined whether the MN has a stochastic 

or a more linear movement pattern. In the latter case both the time for handoff as well 

as the target network can be anticipated.  

 

3.1.2 Performance 
 

Determining when to perform a handover and the most suitable target network is 

one of the most challenging questions. A handover latency study between WWAN 

and WLAN conducted in [29] SNR is measured and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is 

used to predict a trend for the SNR and thereby executing network handover before 

the connection breaks. Generally, a distinction is made between active and passive 

measurement methods. Active measurements are typically involves some action of 

which the response is evaluated, e.g. sending a packet over a network link and 
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measuring the time it takes for the packet to travel between two endpoints. Passive 

measurements on the other hand are carried out by watching some parameter 

passively without affecting the measured entity. Measuring SNR on a wireless 

network interface is typically done passively. 

Isaksson et. al. [30] presents a method for access network selection based on 

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM). Decisions are based on a set of different 

criteria which can include different metrics and their statistics (history). These criteria 

are fed into an Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP) which is a general functional 

entity for making decisions based on multiple criteria. 

The whole idea is based on comparing values to each other; therefore pairs of 

similar values to be compared are first determined. The pairs are then placed in a 

matrix based on their rated importance, where first column, first row being the most 

important. The next step involves determining a weight matrix which specifies precise 

weights for each element.  Also the importance of different criteria groups, like 

performance, cost and power are determined in a matrix. By combining these matrices 

using a set of matrix operations, a set of vectors are produced; one for each decision 

alternative. The elements in these vectors each corresponds to the ranking for on a 

certain criteria for that alternative. An overall numerical ranking is then determined 

by simply calculating the sum of all elements in the vector. 

In order to simplify and normalize/linearize the different values used for 

comparison, they are all converted to a 9-point scale using an appropriate method 

depending on the type of the value. Two methods are exemplified in the paper; simple 

translation, where a set of if-statements with set thresholds provides the rating and 

also a so called fuzzy translation where intervals are created with a linear 

interpolation between them. The nice thing about the MCDM method is that it is fair 

and compares each network based on the same conditions. Also the flexibility is great 

since both criteria and value group weights can be tailored to fit a certain application, 

use case or user. 

When it comes to determining available network resources from active 

measurements, aside from measuring delay and jitter, there are solutions that use 

packet trains sent with a known inter packet spacing [31]. The additional spacing 

introduced by the bottleneck link in the path is measured at the receiving side and 

gives an indication of the available bandwidth in the bottleneck link. Such solutions 

can be seen in Spruce [32], Pathload  [33] and Pathchirp [34]. 

The BART [35] tool uses this technique and applies a Kalman filter [36] on the 

measured results in order to increase the precision and filter out erroneous data. 

Kalman filtering is an effective, recursive filtering technique used to filter out 

unwanted error by incrementally improving the value based on new measurements. 

An active probing method described in chapter 5 provides a less accurate but very 

low-overhead solution by using small packets, 16 bytes to measure delay and jitter. 

The available bandwidth is then estimated based on statistical computing of these 

values 

In [37] a comprehensive survey is presenting related work on active measurement 

techniques in order to determine bandwidth, delay, and jitter. It covers methods for 

measuring both bi and unidirectional delay as well as packet loss, packet reordering 

and end-to-end available bandwidth. Common ways described to measure the round-

trip delay include using ICMP ping packets or by sending TCP SYN requests to a 
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destination node and time the response. When determining available bandwidth on a 

network link, the packet spacing methods described in this chapter provide high 

accuracy and reliability. However, in a mobility management scenario where high 

measurement frequency is required to detect fast changes in the network along with 

the possibility of a high number of users within the same area these methods will 

cause a significant load on the network which will degrade performance. 

 

3.2 Related Work within the Area of AAA Handling in 

Heterogeneous Networks 
 

Early approaches to include AAA support in Mobile IP are presented in [38] 

where a mechanism is described for AAA support around the MIP protocol including 

endpoint authentication. It however does not address the security beyond the mobility 

management protocol meaning that no concern is put into securing the access 

network. When it comes to improving the handover latency caused by AAA 

mechanisms, AAA context transfer is one common and potentially effective approach 

[39]. The idea is to, when an authenticated user wants to migrate to another location, 

the already completed AAA session is transferred to the target network access router. 

Using this mechanism, AAA signaling is eliminated to a large extent since the session 

is re-used. In order to carry out the context transfer in a secure way, a simplified 

authentication is still needed which may be a potential vulnerability. 

In [40], the authors discuss on a detailed level existing mechanisms for supporting 

mobility within and between WiFi Extended Service Sets, ESS. Both inter-ESS and 

intra-ESS handovers are supported including the use of the Inter Access Point 

Protocol (IAPP) for data-link layer mobility and the Context Transfer Protocol (CTP) 

for migrating session information between access points belonging to different 

subnets. Proactive caching is discussed where the network may try to, in advance 

predict eligible target access points and initiate a AAA procedure in advance in order 

to save time. Also, an extension to the IAPP protocol is proposed in order to better 

support inter-ESS mobility by adding the ability to push context information from the 

home AAA server to other domains. The work presented in [41] has proposed an 

interesting addition to context transfer in order to increase effectiveness. A dynamic 

data structure is created which essentially is a neighbor graph of access points which 

abstracts the physical network topology structure. The purpose is to make better 

predictions for the proactive caching mechanism. By looking at the graph, the 

network is able to determine which access points are most likely to be potential 

targets and initiate proactive context transfers to those. Evaluation results showed an 

average target selection accuracy improvement of 17.4% in an environment with 

random mobility and 100 access points. 

When looking at larger scale AAA architectures, an interesting project is the 

EduRoam [42] project which is a collaboration between universities and educational 

institutions worldwide that strives to provide global roaming for WiFi networks. A 

user can access a secured WiFi network at any institution within the EduRoam 

collaboration using their home network credentials. The home institution user name 

combined with a home domain identifier forms a Network Access Identifier, NAI in 

the form user@realm. The RADIUS protocol is used and AAA servers are 
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interconnected in a layered hierarchical model. The realm information is used by 

intermediate servers in order to forward message throughout the tree towards the 

destination server. On the so called institutional level AAA server are located at each 

institution. Above that level is the so called national top level which covers a nation 

and finally, for international roaming there is a regional top-level that interconnects 

continents. The EduRoam project is evidence that millions of users can exist within 

the same AAA architecture supporting global roaming using technology available 

today. 

A performance study of the AAA protocol itself is carried out in [43], where the 

use of the Internet Key Exchange version 2 (IKEv2) protocol is studied. Experimental 

evaluation is used to investigate the performance of the most common EAP based 

authentication methods for WiFi when used in combination with IKEv2. Results show 

that TLS-based methods such as TLS, TTLS-MD5 and PEAP-MSCHAPv2 are 

significantly more resource and time consuming than simpler ones such as EAP-MD5 

or EAP-SIM, The general consensus is that heavier authentication protocols that rely 

on TLS and other cryptographically intensive applications suffer from high CPU load 

during authentication both in end device and in AAA server. There is always a trade-

off between provided security and consumed resources during authentication and only 

the method of using a Pre-Shared Key (PSK) were able to, in an ideal case provide 

authentication delay that is below the required 50 ms for total seamlessness in VoIP 

calls. In most cases the authentication methods require up to a couple of seconds 

which is far too high for a hard handover case.  

A similar study is carried out in [44] but with focus on the encryption of data 

rather than the authentication process. WEP 128, TKIP and CCMP are analyzed in 

terms of throughput, round-trip time, and packet errors. Results show that high 

security encryption places a substantial load on the network and the performance 

degradation can be unacceptable in some cases. CCMP is considered more efficient 

since it is typically implemented in hardware and is thereby less resource consuming 

than TKIP. The authors recommend using the appropriate security level desired at all 

times which offers acceptable service degradation.  

In [45] there is a study of AAA performance in mobile scenarios especially 

focused at mobility at vehicular speed which places even higher demands on 

handover latencies and support for seamless handovers. Two major categories of 

AAA mechanisms are studied, namely symmetric and asymmetric key infrastructures. 

In the latter case, a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is typically more demanding since 

it requires more CPU-intensive cryptographic work. However, they offer an increased 

convenience and are more easily deployed in larger scale scenarios since there is no 

need for private key distribution. The paper also discusses time-based pseudonyms to 

provide anonymity and in combination with geo-pseudonyms to support location 

privacy for sensitive applications. 

Even though comprehensive work is carried out to provide high security solutions 

with good performance in the related work presented in this chapter. There is no 

proposed solution that support a wide range of access technologies and providers 

under the same AAA architecture and that provides scalability for such a scenario. 
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3.3 Chapter Summary 
 

This chapter describes related work in the area of mobility management and AAA 

protocol performance and scalability.  Extensions to mobility management protocols 

in order to improve performance and functionality are mentioned along with examples 

of papers on scalability and performance studies of common AAA protocols. 
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Chapter 4: M4-MultiMedia Mobility Manager: A 

Seamless Mobility Management Architecture Supporting 

Multimedia Applications 
1
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1
This chapter is based on the publication 

K. Andersson, D. Granlund and C. Åhlund, M4: MultiMedia Mobility Manager : a 

seamless mobility management architecture supporting multimedia applications, The 

6th International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia, MUM 2007, 

Oulu, Finland, December 2007 

Minor changes were made to this publication to improve its presentation. 
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M4-MultiMedia Mobility Manager: A Seamless Mobility 

Management Architecture Supporting Multimedia 

Applications 

 

In this paper, a proof-of-concept and a software architecture, M
4
 (MultiMedia 

Mobility Manager), is presented. In short, M
4
 is offering seamless mobility 

management to multimedia applications using a variety of wireless access networks. 

First, M
4
 is built on multihomed Mobile IP building on the principle of soft 

handovers. Second, network selection in M
4
 is based on a network layer metric 

combining round-trip times and jitter in round-trip times. Third, the end-user can 

enter its own preferences on network selection through a policy-based extension to 

the proposed network selection algorithm. 

The proposed architecture is evaluated in a live heterogeneous networking 

environment where handover performance is studied in detail. In addition, user-

perceived quality of experience for Voice over IP using the M
4
 software architecture 

has been studied.  Last, downloads of large amount of data using a combination of 

high and low capacity wireless networks in M
4
 were studied. 

Results indicate that the architecture as a whole and the proposed algorithms perform 

well. M
4
 can thus be seen as an implementation of the “Always Best Connected” 

vision.   

 

4.1 Introduction and Background 
A growing portion of mobile phones and PDAs offer connectivity over more than 

one wireless interface. Typically UMTS and CDMA2000 mobile phones are today 

equipped with Bluetooth and WLAN (IEEE 802.11) radio interfaces. At the same 

time existing radio technologies are improved with higher data rates and better 

coverage. Also, new radio access technologies are currently being deployed in parts 

of the world, as is the case with WiMAX (IEEE 802.16). 

The multimedia capabilities of handheld devices are also significantly improving 

with higher screen resolutions, new types of input devices and techniques, and better 

computing power. Battery capacities are typically improved and positioning 

capabilities are often built in to such devices today. In this way new applications both 

for leisure and business purposes are currently being developed and deployed to the 

new devices. Mobile TV, mobile games, and easy-to-use way-finders are popular 

applications today. 

To leverage all those mentioned new features of current handheld devices and to 

support fully interactive, multimedia applications there is a growing need for seamless 

mobility management in heterogeneous networking environments following the 

vision of “Always Best Connected” [26]. The basic idea is to take full advantage of 

the emerging wireless networks using a variety of different access technologies 

simultaneously. The M
4
 software architecture is targeted to support this type of usage 

scenario. 
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A mobility management scheme must support two basic operations: handoff and 

location management [51]. The handoff process needs, in turn, to determine the 

timing of the handoff, take decision on what access network to transfer the traffic to, 

and to migrate existing connections smoothly. Location management is the process 

for locating a mobile node (MN) in order to initiate and establish a connection. 

Heterogeneous networking environments require a mobility management function 

working at the application layer, the transport layer, or the network layer. However, 

data-link layer-based solutions cannot be considered because of the multi-access 

network environment being used and the need for support of vertical handovers. 

Mobility management at the application layer was proposed in [52] essentially 

making use of an extension to the SIP protocol. Location management is handled 

through SIP Registrar servers while connection migration is handled using the 

proposed extension with re-INVITE messages. This type of mobility management 

scheme is suitable for session-based applications using UDP as transport protocol. 

TCP-based applications cannot be handled this way. 

There are also proposals on transport layer-based solutions. The Stream Control 

Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [3] is an end-to-end, connection-oriented protocol that 

supports transport of data in independent sequenced streams. SCTP supports 

multihoming and combines the datagram orientation of UDP with the sequencing and 

reliability of TCP. Cellular SCTP (cSCTP) [53] is an extension to SCTP making 

handoffs smoother by sending data via multiple paths during handoffs. Transport-

layer mobility management is gaining interest in the research community [54], but 

deployment of a new transport layer protocol such as SCTP is not made easy to a 

large amount of applications. 

Finally, mobility management handled by the network layer using Mobile IP 

(MIP) has been proposed [1], [55]. The most notable benefit of this approach is that 

any application can stay unchanged using a stable (fixed) IP address. MIP, being 

essentially an extension to standard IP, takes care of the delivery of packets to the 

user’s current point of attachment to the Internet. Both TCP-based and UDP-based 

applications are supported. The M
4
 software architecture is implementing the network 

layer mobility management approach. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Mobility management with 

multihomed Mobile IP is presented in section 2, while section 3 describes network 

selection techniques, the relative network load metric, and introduces the policy-based 

decision model. Section 4 describes the M
4
 software architecture itself. Results and 

the evaluation framework and scenarios used are presented in sections 5 and 6 

respectively. Section 7 presents related work, and finally section 8 discusses the 

results and indicates future work. 

 

4.2 Mobility Management with MultiHomed Mobile IP 
Since IP addresses are used both for routing purposes and end-point (host) 

identification, MIP separates those two functions by using two IP addresses for the 

mobile node (MN), namely a home address (HoA) being stable over time and a care-

of address (CoA) giving the location of the MN. A home agent (HA) located on the 

home network is responsible for forwarding packets to the MN when it connects to 

foreign networks. 
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The MN is informing the HA of its current point of attachment to the Internet, by 

sending binding update (BU) messages periodically. The HA replies to BU messages 

by sending binding acknowledgements (BA) messages back to the MN. Incoming 

traffic, i.e. packets originating from other hosts referred to corresponding nodes (CN), 

travel via the HA and are then tunneled through an IP tunnel using IP in IP 

encapsulation to the MN. Finally the MN takes care of decapsulation and delivery of 

packets to upper layers. Outgoing traffic, i.e. packets originating from applications in 

the MN, are handled vice versa. 

Different types of route optimization techniques exist in the MIP standards for 

IPv6. When used, all traffic does not have to pass though the HA. 

The possibility to register more than one CoA to the HA for a given HoA, often 

referred to as M-MIP (multi-homed MIP), is described in [48]. The M
4
 software 

architecture is using this technique in order to support soft hand-overs. 

 

4.3 Network Selection Technique and Policy-Based 

Decision Model 
 

Network selection in the M
4
 software architecture is using a fully mobile 

controlled hand-over (MCHO) scheme based on a simplified version of the Relative 

Network Load [47] metric. Round-trip times (RTT) and jitter in RTT values are 

calculated on the BA messages forming an RNL metric representing a quality value 

for each access network. RTT and RTT jitter values are access technology 

independent and good indicators on congestion in networks and limitations in 

available bandwidth.  

RTT jitter, being the variation in RTT, is calculated using formulas in RFC 3550 

[14]. The formula is adjusted with a variable history window instead of using a fixed 

history window of 16 (as in RFC 3550) giving the following formulas: 

 

RNLn = nz   + c Jn (1) 

nz  = 
h

1
 RTTn +   

h

h 1
1nz  (2) 

RTTn = Rn – Sn (3) 

Dn = Rn – Rn-1 – (Sn – Sn-1) = (Rn – Sn) – (Rn-1 – Sn-1) =  

= RTTn – RTTn-1 (4) 

Jn = 
h

1
 | Dn | + 

h

h 1
  Jn-1 (5) 

where, Si and Ri are defined as 

Si = the time of sending BU message i 

Ri = the time of arrival of BU message i 
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h determines the history window for the weighted average calculations. For example, 

when h = 5, the most recent value will contribute to the calculated nz  and Jn values 

with 20%. c determines the weight of the RTT in comparison to the RTT jitter value. 

For example, when c = 5, the RTT jitter value is contributing five times more to the 

RNL metric value than the RTT value does. 

 

The variables z , D, and J are initialized with the following values: 

0z  = RTT0 

D0 = 0 

J0 = D1 

 

The RNL metric is beneficial to use for its access network independence feature. 

The fact that no synchronized clocks are needed is also favoring this solution. 

Before any handover decision is finally taken, the direction of the vertical handover is 

determined. Nasser et al. [56] defined an upward vertical handover as roaming to an 

access network with a larger cell size and lower bandwidth, and a downward vertical 

handover as roaming to an access network with a smaller cell size and larger 

bandwidth. Using those definitions, a handover is decided to take place when 

Snew < Sold – a for downward handovers where a is a positive constant used in order to 

avoid hysteresis. Upward handovers are decided to take place when Snew < Sold 

This asymmetric decision model is used in order to let handovers to access 

networks with high but unstable capacities wait until the policy value is significantly 

lower compared to the old access network with lower capacity but better coverage. 

When doing handovers to access networks with less capacity but better coverage, the 

handover decision should be executed immediately in order not to lose the 

connection. This is especially important at high speeds and steep cell edges. 

The M
4
 software architecture is implementing the IETF’s proposed model for 

policy handling [46] depicted in figure 4.1. The policy repository (PR), the policy 

decision point (PDP), and the policy enforcement point (PEP) are in the M
4
 software 

architecture all located in the MN. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 IETF’s model for handling of policies. 

 

The overall aim of the policy model is to choose the best available access network 

taking the end-user’s preferences on various variables into account. Therefore, a cost 

function has been defined using three parameters: monetary cost, power consumption, 

and network load. 

The policy function is defined as: 

Sn = wp ln Pn + wc ln Cn + wb ln Ln (6) 
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where 

wp + wc + wb = 1 

 

Sn is the policy value for access network n and is the weighted sum of normalized 

policy parameters. Pn represents power consumption while Cn is the monetary cost for 

access network n respectively. Those parameters are dimensionless constants entered 

by the end-user in the M
4
 software architecture graphical user interface. Ln is the RNL 

metric for access network n and calculated according to the formulas above. 

The network selection decision is taken whether to make a handover or not, and in the 

case of such a decision, to which new access network to transfer the connection to. 

 

4.4 The M
4
 Software Architecture 

The M
4
 software architecture is composed of a HA software component and a MN 

software component building an overall architecture together with the access 

networks, the Internet back-bone, and any correspondent node (see figure 4.2). 

All traffic is sent via the HA in a bidirectional tunnel, hence no route optimization is 

used. Also, the MN uses collocated CoAs, meaning no Mobile IP support is needed in 

foreign networks. BU messages are sent prior to tunnel setup and transmitted out of 

band. This means they are being sent directly to the HA outside the tunnel. The BU 

message contains CoA, HoA, life time, sequence number, check sum, and flags. 

 
Figure 4.2 Overall architecture 

 

4.4.1 M
4
 MN Software Component 

 

The M
4
 MN software component is running on Windows XP using WinpkFilter 

3.0 [50] for packet filtering. It is composed of functions for PR, PDP, and PEP 

respectively. Other functions handling routing, tunneling, and physical interfaces are 

also parts of the M
4
 MN software component shown in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 The M

4
 MN software architecture. 

 

The M
4
 tunneling mechanism is implemented using a virtual network interface on 

the MN and uses UDP datagrams in order to support NAT and firewall traversal at the 

cost of an UDP header overhead. The solution basically provides connectivity to the 

home network via the virtual interface using IP communication. The virtual interface 

is configured with home network parameters where IP address is the HoA and the 

subnet mask is configured with a point-to-point mask. The interface appears in the 

Windows environment and provides direct communication to the home network, see 

figure 4.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Network connections in the MN. 

 

The virtual network interface is a standard loopback adapter. The tunnel 

functionality captures packets on the virtual interface (i.e. the default gateway 

interface) and encapsulates them in UDP datagrams. The M
4
 Policy Engine, being the 

PDP component in the M
4
 MN software component, calculates and updates policy 

values continually for all active interfaces. Information on what is the best interface is 

sent to the MIP Driver which, in turn, enforces the best interface to be used. The 

Policy Engine takes network selection decisions at a rate of twice the highest BU 

message frequency. What network selection decision that has been made can be 

viewed in real-time through the M4 Monitor window (see figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5 The M4 Monitor window 

The M
4
 routing functionality handles the routing table, i.e. adding and deleting 

entries in the Windows routing table. When a new route is added it is assigned a lower 

routing metric than automatically generated routes by Windows XP itself. This way a 

new route is preferred over existing ones. The M
4
 MIP Driver is set as the default 

gateway. A full match mask (255.255.255.255 for IPv4) is used in order to make sure 

the tunneled traffic destined to the HA is sent through the selected interface. 

The M
4
 interface functionality is a software entity, representing each physical 

interface selected in the M
4
 MN software’s graphical user interface. Each physical 

interface runs a thread that handles BU messages sent out of band (i.e. they are not 

tunneled). The BU message mechanism is also used to estimate network performance 

by measuring the round-trip time of BU messages. RTT and jitter in RTT values are 

used for RNL calculation. 

The RNL calculation algorithm includes a filtering function to eliminate spikes in 

the RTT jitter. This action can be motivated when one single BU message is lost due 

to some other cause than network performance degradation.  
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If | D | < 2

Calculate RNL

                           _
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count = 0
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Figure 4.6 Network selection algorithm. 

Filtering is accomplished by altering the weights for the sliding average 

calculation. If the jitter is below 2 milliseconds the weight is set to 0.9 to allow 

increases in performance to be detected rapidly. If the momentary jitter is 

significantly (150 milliseconds) higher than the calculated average, the momentary 

measurement is considered to be a possible random peak caused by a dropped BU 

message. Therefore only 1/100 of the value is included in the calculation. A counter 

keeps track of how many values that were filtered, and if more than two sequential 

values are significantly higher than the average during four calculations they are most 

likely caused by bad network performance and should be included in the calculation. 

The algorithm used for the calculations is depicted in figure 4.6. 

Since high speed links with limited coverage, such as WLAN, are more likely to 

have rapid fluctuations in performance BU messages are sent with a higher frequency 

over those interfaces. For links with more stable characteristics but with lower data 

rates, e.g. UMTS and CDMA2000, BU messages are sent less frequently. 
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The M
4
 policy repository holds user preferences on weights for policy calculation 

parameters. The graphical user interface allows the user to select what interfaces to be 

included in the mobility management handling and to set weights for each parameter 

on each access network. It is also possible to let the user exclude interfaces. Finally, 

the IP address of the HA is entered here. Figure 4.7 shows the M
4
 MN graphical user 

interface. 

 

 
Figure 4.7 The M

4
 MN graphical user interface 

 

By using Internet Connection Sharing on the MN’s virtual network interface 

mobile routing is also provided. This way multiple users may use the MN’s global 

connectivity enabling e.g. flight connection services. 

 

4.4.2 The M
4
 HA Software Component 

 

The M4 HA software component is running on Linux distribution Fedora core 5 

[49], with kernel 2.6.15 that has to support IP forwarding and the universal TUN/TAP 

[57] virtual network kernel driver. The M4 HA software component is developed 

using ANSI C and is multi-threaded with one socket listening for incoming traffic and 

one socket used for outgoing traffic. One common socket handles BU messages. The 

M4 HA software component is a combined tunneling end point, a router, and a simple 

server. It holds a binding cache with entries for each connected MN. When a BU 

message is received the HA checks if the MN is already in the cache and if not, it is 

added.  

The BU message is verified using a checksum calculated as the sum of byte values 

modulus 256. If the received BU message is incorrect it is discarded. Otherwise it is 

mirrored back to the MN as a BA message. A TUN interface acts as a common tunnel 

endpoint for all MNs. Outgoing traffic is decapsulated at the tunnel end-point and sent 

out on the home link. Incoming traffic is captured in the HA using proxy Address 

Resolution Protocol (ARP) functionality. This is handled by making a published static 

ARP entry in the Linux kernel. The HA responds to ARP requests on the home link 

on behalf of the MN. When a MN is added a static routing table entry is made to route 
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traffic destined for the MN directly to the TUN interface which in turn sends it to the 

M
4
 HA software. The captured packets are inspected to determine the destination MN, 

encapsulated and sent to the MN through the tunnel. 

 

4.5 Evaluation Framework and Scenarios 
 

To evaluate the M
4
 software architecture, a live heterogeneous networking 

environment was set up. A WLAN (IEEE 802.11g) access point was installed and a 

commercial CDMA2000 (operating on the 450 MHz band) was used. The topology is 

shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.8 Evaluation topology. 

 

To study handover performance in detail a 120 second Voice over IP (VoIP) call 

of 6 kbps two-way traffic was simulated using the Iperf [58] traffic generator. The 

MN was installed in a car traveling at 30 km/h starting in a point outside the WLAN 

cell. After approximately 25 seconds the car reached the cell edge of the WLAN cell 

where a handover was expected to take place. After an additional 40 seconds the 

WLAN cell edge was reached again where a handover back to the CDMA2000 

system was expected to take place. Outdoor antennas were used both for WLAN and 

CDMA2000. The WLAN access point was configured to a capacity of 54 Mb/s giving 

27 Mb/s in practice. The CDMA2000 network offered bandwidths between 0.5 and 1 

Mb/s downlink and 64 kb/s uplink. The experiments conducted used  h= 5 (in 

formulae (2) and (5)), c = 5 (in formula (3)) and a = 1 (the hysteresis avoidance 

constant). 

The cost and energy consumption weights where set to zero on all interfaces in 

order to evaluate a policy based only on RNL. The BU messages were sent with a one 

second interval on the CDMA2000 interface and with 100 milliseconds as interval on 

the WLAN interface. The selected intervals relate to how fast the MN reacts to 

variations in RTT and RTT jitter where shorter intervals improve reactivity at the cost 

of a higher network overhead. A shorter interval is motivated especially for highly 

fluctuating access networks with high throughput like WLAN. 
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To study user-perceived quality of service parameters the NetAlly software [59] 

from Viola Networks was used. This part of the experiment took place in a laboratory 

environment where hand-overs were forced. The G.723.1 codec using approximately 

6 kbps was studied for WLAN, CDMA2000, and the combination of 

 

Figure 4.9 Results from hand-over performance studies 

those networks combined in M
4
 with 50% of the time spent on WLAN and the rest on 

CDMA2000. Two-way calls of 60 seconds were studied. A third study on downloads 

large amounts of data was also performed in the laboratory environment. The highest 

possible throughput is measured with Iperf using M
4
 with CDMA2000 during 30 

seconds and WLAN during 30 seconds. The purpose of this study was to see how 

download times were affected of the introduction of M
4
 using a mixture of high and 

low performance access networks. 

 

4.6 Results 
 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the architecture a number of parameters were 

studied. Throughput, delay, delay jitter, packet losses, and packet reordering were all 

studied by looking at the output from Iperf. In figure 4.9 a graph of one experiment 

showing received bandwidth (black dotted line), jitter for selected access network at 

each time (cerise dashed line), and packet loss rate (yellow straight line). The 

calculated policy values for each access network are also plotted (light green and blue 

lines respectively) as well as information on what interface that was selected at each 

time (dark green and brown lines respectively). Most notably, packet losses vary from 

0 to 3 lost packets for each test in the first study. The experiment shown in the graph 

had no packet losses at all. RTTs were typically 10 milliseconds for WLAN and 150 

milliseconds for CDMA2000 while RTT jitter were typically 10 milliseconds for 

WLAN and 20 milliseconds for CDMA2000 respectively.  

With the weights and constants used, the policy value for WLAN varied according 

to networking conditions with a minimal value around 3.0 while the policy value for 

CDMA2000 stayed close to 6.0 constantly. Furthermore, the data presented in the 

graph shows that received bandwidth is very stable during handovers and that the idea 

of using multihomed Mobile IP makes soft handovers work in reality. VoIP applica- 
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 MOS R-value Jitter Delay Loss 

CDMA2000 

(downlink) 

3.4 67.2 12.5 104.8 0.03 

CDMA2000 (uplink) 2.8 54.9 15.4 169.3 0.02 

WLAN (downlink) 3.9 76.1 0.8 9.1 0.02 

WLAN (uplink) 3.9 76.1 0.5 9.7 0 

M4 (downlink) 3.7 72.9 3.8 71.2 0.01 

M4 (uplink) 3.6 69.6 4.4 70.7 0.01 

Table 4.1 Results from study of user-perceived quality of services parameters 

 

tions using the G.723.1 codec can handle approximately 1% packet loss without 

problems. The highest packet loss rate we experienced during measurements was 3 

out of 2249 lost packets, corresponding to a packet loss rate of 0.13%. The highest 

number of consecutive packets lost during handovers was 2 indicating that quality of 

experience in the studied VoIP application is only affected to minimal extent. The 

results from the second study where user-perceived quality of service parameters were 

measured are presented in Table 1.  

As a baseline to make comparisons against, Mean opinion score (MOS) and R-

values, as well as application-layer jitter, delay, and loss rate, are shown for WLAN 

and CDMA2000 in uplink and downlink directions respectively. It should be noted 

that the best possible MOS value for the G.723.1 codec is 3.9 which was also the 

measured value for WLAN in both uplink and downlink directions. MOS and R-

values are also shown for the combined case where WLAN and CDMA2000 were 

used together with M
4
. The expected result would have been to observe an average of 

the values observed for the two included access technologies. However, as shown in 

the table, results are significantly better in the uplink direction. The results from the 

third study focusing on the amount of data being downloaded using maximal 

throughput are found in figure 4.10. 

 

 
Figure 4.10 Results from study of amount of data being downloaded using maximal 

throughput 

 

Not surprisingly, there is a significant gain of letting a mobility management 

function like M4 letting the user to take advantage of high capacity access networks 

like WLAN when such technology is present. 
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To summarize, mobility scenarios using only one single access technology like 

CDMA2000 less throughput will be experienced compared to usage of M4 where 

access networks offering higher capacities will be used on-the-fly. In the case of only 

using WLAN the communication will break when leaving the WLAN cell disrupting 

the communication. 

 

4.7 Related Work 
 

There is a large amount of related work in the area of mobility management 

architectures, network selection algorithms, quality of service management methods, 

policy-based behaviors, and implementation prototypes supporting heterogeneity in 

upcoming fourth generation mobile networks, IMT-Advanced, and the “Always Best 

Connection” vision. Yiping et al. [60] proposed a new architecture including a access 

discovery mechanism, personalization of network selection, and mobility 

management based on Mobile IP. 

Nguyen-Vuong et al. [61] proposed an architecture using multihomed Mobile IP 

including a network selection algorithm focusing on power-saving interface 

management. Puttonen et el. [62] proposed using link layer information improving 

vertical handovers. Several network and interface selection algorithms have been 

proposed. Puttonen et al. [63] suggested using algorithms combining Simple Additive 

Weighting, weighted product, and TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by 

Similarity to the Ideal Solution) while Song et al. [64] suggested using Analytic 

Hierarchy Processing and Grey Relational Analysis.  

Furthermore, Isaksson et al. [30] proposed using Multi-Criteria Decision Making 

based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process for network selection decisions. Papers 

addressing subjective QoS of multimedia applications in  real multi-access network 

environments are less frequent. However, Sutinen et al. [65] performed a case study 

in assessing subjective QoS of a mobile multimedia web service. Promising results 

from an empirical task-based user evaluation of the end-user QoS were presented. 

This paper suggests a mobility management architecture based on multihomed Mobile 

IP, a network selection algorithm based on end-user’s preferences handled through 

policies and a network layer metric calculating relative capacities among multiple 

access networks. Also, the software architecture behind M4 is presented in detail. 

 

4.8 Discussion and Future Work 
 

We have proved that the ideas and concepts behind M4 work in real life situations 

where multimedia applications are used. Handovers are handled in a seamless way 

and the performance of vertical handovers is good with respect to packet losses. Total 

user-perceived quality of service is better than only using CDMA2000 and mobility is 

improved compared to only using WLAN. Furthermore, users of applications 

downloading large amounts of data can leverage a wide range of wireless networks 

making download times shorter. The M4 software architecture could be seen as a 

concrete implementation of the vision “Always Best Connected”. We intend to extend 

the developed software leveraging the soon upcoming concept of media-independent 

handover services being standardized by the IEEE 802.21 working group [66]. The 
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network selection techniques and algorithms will also be further optimized to adapt to 

varying networking conditions and access technologies. Finally, we are currently 

working on an implementation of the M4 software architecture for the Windows 

Mobile platform. We will study overall performance and the requirements to make 

sure that such a platform is suitable for the M4 architecture. Furthermore, we also 

intend to add support for load balancing enabling concurrent use of more than access 

network. 
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Chapter 5: Estimating Network Performance using Low 

Impact Probing
1
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Estimating Network Performance using Low Impact 

Probing 

 

This paper focuses on estimating network performance in order to make proper 

decisions regarding data flow path selection. The purpose is to estimate the available 

bandwidth without flooding the network with traffic like traditional bandwidth 

measurement tools such as Iperf. By using small datagrams to probe the network 

rather than flooding the link, delay and jitter can be measured and used for 

calculations. The idea is to use statistical information about the delay to make an 

acceptable estimation of the available bandwidth. Ln-transform of delay and standard 

deviation of delay were found to be the most accurate parameters and provide the best 

correlation.  

Also, some network technologies have a significant difference in up and downlink 

delay. This can pose a problem when estimating the link performance. Therefore this 

paper also proposes a solution to handle measurements in asymmetrical links. 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

Considering the fast development of wireless access technologies with different 

characteristics along with users’ desire for seamless mobility future networking 

environments are likely to be heterogeneous. A variety of access technologies will be 

offered by a number of independent service providers forming a multiple RAT (Radio 

Access Technology) environment with overlapping wireless coverage. Also today, 

mobile devices are typically equipped with two or more access technologies. 

However, handling the mobility and ensuring the proper quality of service in a 

heterogeneous network is not a trivial task. Typical problems that are encountered 

include latencies when executing vertical handovers, timely dealing with fluctuations 

in network performance, and properly assessing the experienced quality of service. 

Previous work focused on mobility management in heterogeneous access 

networks. This work resulted in a software prototype; M4: Multimedia Mobility 

Manager, described in chapter 4. The M4 software provides network layer mobility 

and is based on multi-homed mobile IP [48]. It conducts network selection among the 

available networks based on user defined policies and active probing estimating 

network performance. The purpose of this study is to enhance the network 

performance estimation conducted through temporal studies of the binding update 

messages sent at constant rate.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains information on 

related work, section 3 describes the proposed method for estimating network 

performance while section 4 describes the evaluation framework. Results are 

presented in section 5 and conclusions and future work are covered in section 6. 
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5.2 Related Work 
 

The idea of using statistical methods for estimating network performance is indeed 

not new. Carter et al. proposed a solution already in 1996 called bprobe and cprobe 

[31] for estimating bottleneck bandwidth of a link using large ICMP packets and 

measuring the time spacing between the returning packets caused by a bottleneck link. 

The available bandwidth is then computed from this value since it is a measure of 

how long it took to transport a known amount of data through the bottleneck link. A 

number of similar approaches are also presented as Spruce [32], IGI [68] and 

Pathload [33]. The BART tool presented in [69] uses Kalman filtering along with 

active probing for estimating the available bandwidth. This however relies on more 

mathematical calculations which may cause heavy CPU load on the computing 

device. 

Although these solutions undoubtedly provide a good result, the packet pair 

probing affects the network in a way that is undesired. In the case of M4 fast response 

to changes in network performance is essential. Sending two large packets back-to-

back as in [31] at the frequency required to detect fast changes, typically with a 100 

ms interval may consume a total bandwidth of 240 kbps which is really is not feasible 

for example for a UMTS connection. The two significant differences between the 

packet pair method and the one that is proposed in this paper is that our proposed 

method is based on using the already necessary 16 byte M4 binding update messages 

for probing. The other difference is that the packets are sent with a uniform spacing 

which minimizes the total bandwidth consumption at any time. 

 

5.3 Proposal 
 

When designing a method for estimating network performance a number of 

constraints must be taken into account. The most accurate way of measuring network 

performance at any time is to stress the network in order to find the maximum 

achieved performance. However it is not feasible at all times to flood the network 

with traffic in order to determine the maximum performance. Methods using complex 

mathematical calculations and filtering is not always efficient due to the 

comprehensive computational overhead that is introduced. In this paper we propose a 

method using delay in combination with jitter to provide a rough estimate of the 

available bandwidth with minimalistic probing.  

The idea is to use small packets of 16 bytes size. The same size as used by the 

current M4 implementation binding update messages. The binding update messages 

are used by the mobile node, MN to periodically register at the home agent who upon 

reception of a message processes it and immediately returns it. By accurately 

measuring the time between the sending and reception of an update the MN is able to 

determine the round-trip time to the home agent, HA. By measuring and collecting 

this information the MN can draw conclusions about the network performance and 

how it changes over time. We propose using the delay and jitter to estimate the 

available bandwidth on a link in order for M4 to be able to choose the link that 

provides the best performance. The delay and jitter is calculated as a sliding average, 

described in chapter 4.  
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5.4 Evaluation Framework 
 

In order to evaluate the relation between the measured delays, calculated jitter and 

the available bandwidth a series of experimental studies have been conducted. The 

evaluation framework consisted of the following basic setup (see figure 5.1) using 

two nodes for communicating measurement traffic and two nodes for sending 

interfering traffic connected to a central hub in order to reduce the available 

bandwidth. All computers in the measurement topology were based on a Linux 

platform. Measurements were carried out using a tool implemented to replicate the 

behavior and traffic pattern of the M4 client. 

 

Jam-traffic sender

Sending node

Receiving node

Jam-traffic receiver

 
Figure 5.1 Basic measurement topology 

 

A total of 60,000 discrete measurements were made. The available bandwidth was 

varied by injecting interfering traffic of different rates. The following fixes rates of 

interfering traffic were used: 

b={1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 9500} kbps  

The available bandwidth was then calculated by deducting the bandwidth consumed 

by the interfering traffic from the theoretical maximum bandwidth of the link which 

in this case is set at 10000 kbps. Also, a simulation environment in OPNET Modeler 

[70] was set up and measurements were conducted in the same way, see figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 OPNET Modeler simulation setup 

 

5.5 Results 
 

The results collected from the 60,000 measurements are illustrated in Figure 5.3. It 

is shown that no linear correlation exits between these parameters. Nevertheless, the 

reduction in available bandwidth has an impact on the delay and jitter. Therefore, 

some standard transformations were considered to linearize the relation between these 

values. The natural logarithm transform was found to be the most appropriate 

transform in this case. The same values after transformation are plotted in figure 5.4. 

The transformed values provided a possibility to determine a linear approximation of 

the correlation.  

By using statistical software a multiple linear regression was made to determine a 

mathematical model to describe the correlation. The output from the statistical 

software is presented in Figure 5.5. It shows the regression model along with values 

that describes the strength of the regression model. R-sq indicates the goodness of fit. 

Similar results were achieved using data from the simulation environment with the 

same experimental setup. 
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Figure 5.3 Measurement results 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.4 Ln transformation of delay and jitter 
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Figure 5.5 Output from statistical software 

 

In order to evaluate the theory presented in this paper a live experimental 

environment was also used. The access technologies used in this experiment included 

HSDPA, CDMA2000 EV-DO Rev A. (450 MHz band) and 10 Mbps LAN (3 hops 

from the measurement server), see figure 5.6. 

 

Measurement

server

LAN

CDMA

2000

Measurement

client

HSDPA  
Figure 5.6 Real world experiment setup 

 

The bandwidth was first estimated using the estimation model, then measured 

using Iperf [58] which is a well known bandwidth measurement tool that floods the 

link with traffic in order to find its maximum capacity. It should be noted that this 

experiment was conducted in a commercial network where conditions may change 

over time. The results presented below were based on 30 measurements each. 

The regression equation is 

ABW = 7344 - 284 ln(Delay) - 1024 ln(Jitter) 

Predictor   Coef SE   Coef     T      P 

Constant    7344,1    171,1   42,92  0,000 

ln(Delay)   -283,6    249,5   -1,14  0,289 

ln(Jitter) -1024,0    204,7   -5,00  0,001 

S = 454,167 R-Sq = 98,4% R-Sq(adj) = 98,0% 
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Figure 5.7 Real world experiment results 

 

5.6 Conclusions and Future Work 
 

The first task described in this paper was to determine a model for correlating 

available bandwidth to delay and jitter. This resulted in a formula stated in chapter 

5.5. Even though this formula does not give an exact estimate of the available 

bandwidth it can be used to provide a estimated magnitude of the available bandwidth 

and enable a somewhat linear comparison between networks which is the main 

purpose in the M
4
 architecture. Future work on this is to implement the estimated 

available bandwidth as a metric for network selection in the M
4
 mobile node software. 

Furthermore, the multi-homing introduces the possibility to measure link asymmetry. 

WWAN connections for example typically has a higher uplink delay compared to 

downlink. These types of measurements are interesting, especially if the payload 

traffic is unidirectional in character. Figure 5.8 describes the principle of asymmetric 

delay measurements in M
4
. 
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Figure 5.8 Asymmetric measurement principle 
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The actual values of the delays can not be determined using this technique but 

rather the differences in the unidirectional delay between different connections. This 

is useful for finding the path with lowest up or downlink delay and can be calculated 

by the following formulae: 

 

(1) 

 

(2) 

 

An example of this calculation procedure can be found in [71]. A similar model 

should be produced and implemented to enable the determination of the unidirectional 

bandwidth for such networks mentioned above. 
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Chapter 6: A Uniform AAA Handling Scheme for 

Heterogeneous Networking Environments
1
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A Uniform AAA Handling Scheme for Heterogeneous 

Networking Environments 
 

Starting with an efficient mobility management scheme for heterogeneous 

wireless networks, this paper proposes a solution for AAA handling using a common 

database for storing user information. Regardless of the access technology  selected, 

user@realm identities are used for authentication, authorization, and accounting. In 

particular, a new function is introduced in which port-based network access control is 

used in combination with dynamic host configuration protocol mechanisms for IP 

address allocation. This way, PPP-based and Ethernet-based access technologies are 

handled uniformly. 

Advantages with the proposed solution include: using only standardized 

mechanisms in the mobile node, as well as in the access networks. Only an additional 

plug-in in the AAA server (located in the access networks) needs to be deployed. 

The proposed AAA architecture has been implemented and evaluated in a live 

experimental environment. Results show authentication and authorization to perform 

efficiently and seamlessly. 

 

6.1 Introduction 
Today’s handsets are typically equipped with more than one radio access card and 

users want to benefit from connecting to the Internet seamlessly through the best 

access technology being available at any place any time. Also, network operators 

want to leverage existing investments and to introduce new access technologies 

gradually. 

Gustafsson et al. [26] presented their Always Best Connected vision and typically 

a connection should be moved to another radio access technology (RAT) whenever a 

weighted average of some user-defined parameters exceeds some predefined levels. 

Mobility detection, access network selection, and mobility management are crucial 

functions in such an environment. Ideally, uniform schemes for handling quality of 

service (QoS) and authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) are also 

needed to deliver a full featured networking architecture. 

Over the past years, a great number of mobility management schemes have been 

proposed to provide seamless mobility between access networks. Typically mobility 

management solutions provide high efficiency when it comes to networking specifics. 

However, AAA related problems are often mentioned as future work. 

In heterogeneous networking environments, security and other AAA handling are 

often key issues when it comes to practical implementations. User access control, data 

security, data integrity and configuration management are important security concerns 

that have to be addressed in an efficient way, regardless of access technology. 

This paper describes a solution where a number of access technologies are used in a 

realistic scenario and a user is able to connect to any network using the same 

credentials and obtain an IP configuration controlled by the home network. The rest 

of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed AAA 

management scheme while Section III contains implementation details. Section IV 

outlines the evaluation setup while Section V indicated the results. Finally, Section VI 

discusses the results and presents related and future work. 
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6.2 Proposed AAA Management Scheme for Mobility 

Management Scenarios 
 

Network layer based mobility management solutions such as Mobile IP [1] 

typically associates a fixed IP address for a mobile user belonging to the user’s home 

network, namely the Home Address or HoA. The HoA is often statically configured 

in the mobile client and no verification is required in order to use it. This type of 

configuration results in a per-client rather than a per-user mobility management. 

Ideally the user should, regardless of access network provider, only need to 

authenticate using a common username/password login to achieve their associated 

configuration.  

Using layer 2 tunneling techniques such as L2TP [73], CDMA/UMTS service 

providers have the ability to provide a service to subscribers that supports user-based 

IP mobility to the customer network. This mechanism is triggered by a user 

authenticating with a user@realm + password set. The realm is then used to determine 

to which network the user belongs, e.g. using the DNS service to locate the Home 

AAA server. The access service provider AAA server, often called Local AAA or 

AAA-L will then proxy the AAA request to the AAA server where the user is 

registered. This server is typically called Home AAA or AAA-H and is located in the 

user’s home network. When authentication is complete, the realm information is used 

to determine the tunnel destination point. The service provider AAA server holds a 

map of bindings between users and home network L2TP Network Servers, LNS. A 

tunnel is created between the service provider L2TP Access Concentrator and the 

home network LNS and the user is thereby allowed IP access into the home network. 

This technique however relies on the fact that the connection uses the Point-to-Point 

Protocol (PPP) [74]. Since the PPP protocol supports IP address assignment, the user 

can be assigned an IP address from the AAA-H server. 

It would be very beneficial for the mobile user if the same behavior could be 

replicated for any access technology and preferably using the same user profile in the 

AAA-H. Depending on the access technology used, a widely different set of methods 

is used for AAA handling. In the case of a PPP connection such as UMTS or 

WCDMA, the user is typically identified with a username and a password. The user 

profile is stored in the service provider’s own AAA server. During the Link Control 

Protocol (LCP) phase of the PPP connection establishment, the user is authenticated 

and allowed access to the network. Later during the Network Configuration Protocol 

(NCP) phase, the client is provided with a valid configuration and a connection is 

fully established. 

In the case of an Ethernet based technology such as IEEE 802.11, the IEEE 802.1x 

[75] and Extensible Authentication Protocol, EAP [76] is typically used. The IEEE 

802.1x protocol is used for network access control and operates by allowing a 

supplicant access to only a Port Access Entity, PAE. The PAE handles forwards the 

supplicant AAA request to an AAA server and upon a successful reply it will open a 

path and allow access to the network. The IEEE 802.1x mechanism is depicted in 

figure 1. EAP is a protocol framework for providing user authentication and exists in 

a variety of versions. The version that is most widely supported in different operating 

systems like Apple OS and Microsoft Windows is PEAPv0/EAP-MSCHAPv2 [77]. 
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This version incorporates Protected EAP by tunneling the EAP packets over 

Transport Layer Security, TLS [25]. 

 

Supplicant PAE

Offered

service

AAA server

Internet

Supplicant System
Authenticator

System

Authentication

Server System

 
Figure 6.1 IEEE 802.1x mechanism 

 

PEAP falls within the WPA and WPA2 Enterprise certification program created 

by the Wi-Fi Alliance. The PEAP authentication takes place in two distinct phases. 

Phase 1 secure the communications channel by setting up a secure TLS session and 

then negotiate for a key that will be used to secure the radio communication. Phase 2 

involves authenticating the user which is done with EAP messages inside the TLS 

tunnel. The Microsoft Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol version 2, 

MSCHAPv2 [78] is used for username/password authentication. User authentication 

is typically done to an AAA server using the RADIUS [21] or DIAMETER [20] 

protocols. When the user is successfully authenticated the AP will provide access to 

the network using IEEE 802.1x mechanisms. 

Even though PEAPv0/EAP-MSCHAPv2 and IEEE 802.1x provide a secure and 

reliable way to authenticate and authorize the user’s access they have a lack in 

support for configuration management such as providing the user with an IP address. 

In a typical WPA Enterprise implementation this is handled separately by the 

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol which will provide a configuration to the host 

once the host is allowed access to the network. This configuration however is 

typically network specific and often allocated from a common pool which leaves no 

insurance that the same client will retrieve the same configuration every time it gains 

access to the network. 

Using the RADIUS protocol the same user profile can successfully be used to 

access both an 802.1x/PEAP based access network as well as a PPP based. In fact, the 

user@realm identifier can be used in the same way by an AAA-L in an 802.1x/PEAP 

as in a PPP based access network to proxy the request depending on the entered 

realm. Even though the 802.1x/PEAP network has no use of the user IP address since 

it does not support address assignment, this information is provided along with the 

rest of the user profile in the RADIUS request reply. 

The proposed solution is to have the AAA-L, when proxying a successful 

RADIUS request, record the Framed-IP-Address and Calling-Station-ID which are 

the configured user IP address and the client MAC address. This information is then 

used to update the local DHCP server database with a static entry mapping the client 

MAC address to the user IP address. This way the client will, upon successful 

authentication immediately receive the correct IP address that is associated with the 

authenticated user. 
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Besides IEEE 802.11 authentication, the same mechanism with IEEE 802.1x + 

RADIUS authentication is also used for other Ethernet based technologies such as 

IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.16 or WiMAX. The proposed solution should therefore be 

applicable in these cases as well. The use of DHCP client configuration in the access 

network is not mandatory since this solution could be used only to distribute 

addresses to mobile users.  
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Figure 6.2 Evaluation setup 

 

 

6.3 Implementation 
The software prototype implementation has been done on an AAA server based on 

the open source FreeRadius [79] software package. The host system for both the 

AAA-L and AAA-H servers are Intel Pentium 4, 2.8 GHz systems running Fedora 

Core 10 operating system with kernel version 2.6.x.x. The FreeRadius software 

package consists of a high performance RADIUS server core provided with a number 

of interchangeable plug-in modules for additional functionality. Modules are written 

in ANSI C code, compiled and inserted into the FreeRadius server. Module functions 

are registered and invoked in one or more steps of the AAA process. The purpose of 

this implementation is to provide a module that is called during the post-proxy step in 

the AAA-L server.  
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Figure 6.3 FreeRadius modules 

 

Figure 6.3 shows the module design and application. The implemented module, 

here called DOT1X-DHCP is placed first in the chain of called modules to ensure that 

it will have sufficient time to update the DHCP [80] configuration. 

 

6.4 Evaluation and Results 
In order to evaluate the proposed architecture a testbed was built up including two 

access networks and one home network. The mobile node (MN) was equipped with 

two radio access interfaces, namely CDMA2000 and IEEE WLAN 802.11g. Figure 

6.2 depicts the evaluation testbed setup. The parameter evaluated is the total delay 

experienced from authentication, authorization, and configuration when connecting to 

a new access network that typically was never visited before. Both WLAN and 

CDMA2000 accesses were evaluated. Authentication to a WLAN access network 

includes EAP, TLS, RADIUS, and DHCP transactions. The results are shown in 

figure 6.4 below. 

 

 
Figure 6.4 Results from accessing WLAN network 
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The above graph shows EAP negotiation steps taking place up until approx. 0.42 

s. The EAP phase is then immediately followed by the DHCP configuration request, 

fully completed at 0.47 s. The steps up until 0.2 s is TLS tunnel establishment and the 

messages sent between 0.24 – 0.42 s are inner tunnel messages. Authentication to 

CDMA2000 access network includes PPP LCP/NCP and RADIUS transactions. The 

results are shown in figure 6.5 below. 

 

 
Figure 6.5 Results from accessing CDMA2000 network 

 

6.5 Conclusions 
From the above obtained results we conclude that a uniform AAA scheme is 

feasible with quite good performance in the range of 0.5 seconds for the total link 

establishment phase. Other solutions using DHCP experience at least a one second or 

more delay when assigning IP addresses from a dynamic pool. Since we don’t have 

control over the CDMA [81] network used in this evaluation we are not able to dissect 

and explain delays experienced during PPP link establishment. 

For seamless mobility such values in heterogeneous networking environments link 

establishment has to be efficient and fast. Only then seamless mobility is enabled for 

real-time sensitive applications such as VoIP, IPTV, video streaming, etc. 

 

6.6 Related and Future Work 
We are combining mobility management and AAA solutions for heterogeneous 

networking environments. A similar solution can be found in [83] where inter 

technology handoff between CDMA2000 and WLAN is supported by introducing a 

gateway entity for handling AAA and network layer mobility tasks. We argue 

however that since an AAA server is typically already present in an arbitrary access 

network no additional hardware is required for implementation of our proposed 

scheme. Next step will be on extending the AAA solution with a SIM card based 

authentication. Architecture for Ubiquitous Mobile Communication, AMC is 

described in [84] where a MIP based mobility management scheme is proposed that 

supports AAA and QoS handling. It also supports inter operator billing by adding a 
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third-party entity that is trusted by all operators. The AMC architecture however 

requires a somewhat substantial modification of the networking environment. 

When it comes to optimizing the delay of the actual authentication steps a method 

referred to as context transfer is often used to eliminate steps that are considered 

unnecessary [85]. Context transfer involves moving the user security context, 

typically including AAA states and other security parameters such as encryption keys 

and shared passwords to the target network gateway/access point. Context transfer 

can be carried out reactively or proactively, i.e. during roaming or before roaming. 

Proactive context transfer however relies on fast and reliable prediction of target 

network selection. Although the context transfer mechanism speeds up the process of 

authentication it will introduce some level of security impairment since some crucial 

steps and procedures are overseen. Context transfer solutions and applications are 

further described in [39][40][41]. 
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Chapter 7: A Scalability Study of AAA Support in 

Heterogeneous Networking Environments with Global 

Roaming Capabilities 
1
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A Scalability Study of AAA Support in Heterogeneous 

Networking Environments with Global Roaming Support 

In this paper, we present a scalability study of AAA support in mobile 

heterogeneous access networks with respect to server and network load related to 

AAA processes using the RADIUS protocol. Technologies such as IEEE 802.11, 

CDMA 2000 and UMTS which all support the RADIUS protocol for AAA handling 

are discussed and analyzed. Typical performance data are gathered and completed 

with a theoretical study in order to achieve an overview of what parameters will affect 

the AAA performance and scalability of the network. Also, guidelines are developed 

for network design in order to achieve the desired performance for a given number of 

users. Results of this study include the conclusion that the main bottleneck of the 

AAA procedure is not necessarily the AAA server CPU power.  

Aside the cases with a high proportion of computationally intensive WiFi sign-ons 

with strong encryption, performance issues may be caused by AAA server network 

connection bandwidth, and RAM memory. In cases where a high number of users 

reside in the same user database, database performance becomes a significant issue. In 

order to achieve better performance, CPU/Network load balancing over several 

servers may be performed. 

 

7.1 Introduction 
The increasing demand for seamless mobility along with reliability and security in 

heterogeneous networking environments increase the need for mobility management 

and Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) handling mechanisms. 

Challenges include providing low handover latencies along with low signaling 

overhead and good scalability. Over the last couple of years, a large number of papers 

have been presented in this area and several standards exist to support needed 

functions for most needs. 

Mobile IP (MIP) [1] and Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [10] are well known 

protocols to support mobility management on the network and application layer 

respectively. However, security and scalability are often mentioned and treated as a 

separate issue or mentioned as future work. In practice, the AAA handling is typically 

handled by each access technology and service provider individually. In a 

heterogeneous access scenario this may cause inconveniences on many levels since 

compatibility and interoperability issues are likely to occur. 

The preferred solution would be to provide a uniform way of handling AAA 

related tasks, regardless of access technology or service type. In previous work [82], 

and chapter 6 we presented such a scheme where a connection between RADIUS [21] 

and DHCP was created in order to support IP mobility between WiFi and CDMA 

2000 networks with a common AAA infrastructure. The most common 

implementation of RADIUS supported AAA handling in WiFi networks is referred to 

WPA2 Enterprise [23]. WPA2 Enterprise implements most of the IEEE 802.11i 

standard which covers both user authentication and data privacy. 

A larger implementation of WPA2 Enterprise can be seen in the EduRoam [42] 

federation which is a global roaming service, providing the ability for staff and 

students within the education and research community to use their home institution 
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credentials to gain access to a service at a visited institution. The EduRoam 

infrastructure uses RADIUS servers which are interconnected in a hierarchical 

manner in three distinct layer namely a Confederation top-level server which is at the 

root of the tree, then there is are Federation top-level servers, typically for each 

country and finally Institutional level servers placed at each institution. 

Interconnecting servers in this type of large, globally spanning network, handling 

millions of users raises the question of overall performance and scalability of the 

system. This paper investigates the performance of a standard AAA server and 

provides a study of the scalability of a large scale system.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background and a 

more detailed specification of the issue being addressed. Section 3 describes 

parameters affecting AAA system performance along with theoretical discussion. 

Section 4 presents experimental setup, results of experiments and calculations and 

finally, Section 5 contains conclusions. 

 

7.2 Background and Related Work 
 

Previous work includes the design of mobility management scheme for 

heterogeneous access among different wireless as well as wired networks [82]. The 

proposed architecture supports both IPv4 and IPv6, and is implementable in a wide 

range of networks. IP mobility is supported by tunneling packets to the home 

network. 

 
 

Figure 7.1 System architecture 

 

Figure 7.1 depicts the overall architecture with CDMA2000 and WiFi as example 

networks. The AAA handling is described in chapter 6 where a custom made feature 

has been implemented in the AAA servers in order to provide IP configuration from 

the home network by creating a dynamic connection from the AAA server to a local 

DHCP server. This behavior is already supported by PPP based technologies and the 
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purpose of the specialized implementation was to achieve the same handling for 

Ethernet based connections. 

In a typical case, a mobile user may choose to enter an arbitrary WiFi cell and 

will, upon association with the access point be prompted for login information. The 

login username has the form user@realm where the realm part is used to indicate to 

which home network (or provider) the user belongs. If the home realm is different 

from the local realm the local AAA (AAA-L) server will proxy the request, possibly 

by a number of intermediate servers to the home network AAA sever (AAA-H) where 

the actual authentication take place. Upon a successful authentication the AAA-H will 

provide a reply message containing an indication of the successful authentication 

along with the users IP configuration. The AAA-L will then use the IP configuration 

information to signal the local DHCP server to provide that particular client with its 

home network configuration. The DCHP server creates a temporary mapping between 

the client interface MAC address and the intended IP configuration. The client MAC 

address is available in the Calling-Station-ID attribute present in RADIUS Access-

request messages. When the client queries the DHCP server, the correct IP 

configuration is then provided. The local access router is also instructed to tunnel all 

traffic from that node to its home network. 

A similar handling takes place if the user is accessing a PPP based connection like 

CDMA2000 with the difference that the IP configuration allocation is supported by 

the PPP protocol. Key benefits of using this method is that on the mobility 

management side the traffic overhead in the  access network is reduced since 

tunneling only takes place between access routers. Also the mobile node stays 

unmodified and only needs to support standardized protocols like IEEE 801.x etc. 

From the AAA perspective the key benefit is that, since the AAA handling is uniform 

regardless of access technology a single AAA infrastructure can be used for any set of 

networks. This is a very important aspect when it comes to supporting inter 

technology and inter provider roaming.  

However, for this type of architecture to be implemented in a larger scale there is a 

need for a structured organization between networks and providers. For example, it is 

not feasible to pre-establish a trust relationship between all AAA servers that will 

participate in the roaming infrastructure. The common way to solve this issue is to 

create a hierarchical tree infrastructure similar to the one used by the DNS system. 

When deploying systems in such a large scale, an obvious question is whether the 

system scales properly for the number of users it might have to handle. The remainder 

of this paper will discuss this more issue with the focus on the AAA infrastructure. 

 

7.3 AAA Server Performance 
 

AAA servers exist in a variety of implementations supporting one or more 

protocol. Common AAA protocols include RADIUS [21], DIAMETER [20], and 

TACACS+ [22]. When it comes to inter-operability and the degree to which 

implementations exist in currently available hardware, RADIUS is the most common 

protocol for AAA handling in access networks. IEEE 802.1x is used in combination 

with RADIUS for most Ethernet based connections like IEEE 802.3, 802.11, and 

802.16. For WWAN connections like UMTS or CDMA the PPP protocol is used, 

which is actually the protocol that RADIUS was originally designed for. The 
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RADIUS communication is typically carried out between the access network switch 

or access point and an AAA server so there is no need for an implementation of the 

protocol in an end user station. 

The purpose of the AAA server is basically threefold, namely to Authenticate the 

user, which means to ensure that the user actually is who he or she claims to be. 

Secondly the purpose is to Authorize the use of a set of services that the user is 

entitled to access at the time. And finally to provide Accounting which basically 

means logging the consumption of a service. This information can be used to keep 

track of the service usage in order to provide a basis for billing or for network 

management purposes. This paper will focus on the Authentication since it is typically 

the most resource consuming part [86]. 

The authentication phase is carried out in quite different ways depending on the 

access network technology being used. In the evaluation case we choose to support 

two very different access networks namely WiFi and CDMA2000. The WiFi network 

supports WPA2 Enterprise with PEAP [77] (implementations exist in most common 

operating systems) and the CDMA2000 network supports PPP and CHAP 

authentication. 
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Figure 7.2 PEAP Signaling 
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Figure 7.3 PPP + CHAP Signaling 

 

Figure 7.2 and 8.3 shows the AAA signaling taking place for the WiFi and 

CDMA2000 network authentication respectively. The actual number of PEAP 

messages may vary depending on the implementation and configuration. This 

particular signaling refers to a Microsoft Windows XP client using the supplicant 

provide with Service Pack 2 and a FreeRadius [79] AAA server with default 

configuration. 

From this, it can be seen that the PPP + CHAP authentication process involves 2 

round-trips to complete while the typical PEAP authentication needs as much as 11 

roundtrips to complete. The main reason for this is the need for increased data 

protection since credential details are sent over a shared medium in the WiFi case. 

After an initial endpoint validation step, a TLS [25] tunnel is established between the 

mobile host and the AAA-H in order to secure the end-to-end communication. 

There are mainly three factors that affect the AAA system performance. First, the 

network transit time is often the most significant reason for high authentication 

delays, especially if the AAA server is present at a remote location.  Secondly, TLS 

tunnel establishment requires the generation of cryptographic information which 

requires a relatively large amount of CPU resources. Finally, the performance of the 

user information database may affect the overall performance since it can hold 

hundreds of thousands of user profiles that will have to be accessed randomly. 

 

  
 

(   ) 
 

 

     (1) 

According to Amdahls law [87] (Equation 1) an impact of a system upgrade on the 

total system performance may be estimated by separating the operations carried out 

by the system into two parts, namely parallelizable (P) and non-parallelizable (S) 

operations. Given that the network link to the AAA server is not saturated the network 

transit time is an example of a non-parallelizable part since adding more links will not 

speed up the process. 

Cryptographic calculations and database operations on the other hand are carried 

out within the AAA server and may be speeded up by adding more processors and 

memory and can therefore be considered parallelizable. In a case where multiple 

networks are joined together in a common AAA system, the AAA transaction may 

involve a number of AAA servers where intermediate servers are acting as proxies.  
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Figure 7.4 depicts a scenario where AAA servers are connected in a hierarchical 

fashion in order to create an efficient interconnection between several remote sites. 

 

MN

AAA-L
AAA-H

 
Figure 7.4 Proxy servers 

 

RADIUS signaling between the AAA-L and AAA-H are carried over three 

intermediate servers to the destination. However, the workload on the proxy servers is 

usually very limited. The proxy server determines whether and where to proxy the 

request and if it is destined for another server it will simply forward the request 

towards its destination. 

When it comes to network delay there is a physical limit as to how fast 11 round-

trips can be done to a remote location that is hard to circumvent without reducing the 

number of round-trips. Looking at CPU load, since the most part of the processing 

work for the AAA server involves cryptographic operations an AAA servers 

performance from that perspective is roughly proportional to the number of RSA key 

sign calculations that the CPU is able to carry out during a specific time period [79]. 

Furthermore, the user database lookup may, depending on the type of and size of the 

database cause a performance degradations. 

The main factors at the server side that have an impact on the AAA mechanism 

performance and scalability can be formalized by the following formulae: 
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Given the signaling described in figure 2 as a worst case (only WiFi users), 

Equation 2 states the total AAA completion time as nRTT RTTs plus the total time 

consumed by the AAA server CPU and by the database lookup. The value of nRTT 

depends on the configuration and PEAP type being used. Equation 3 gives the 

frequency at which an AAA server is invoked where nauth is the number of 

authentications during s seconds that the server may experience. Equation 4 expresses 

the network bandwidth need by the server during operation where hpkt is the packet 

size. The reason for deducting one RTT from the divisor in Equation 4 is that from a 

server perspective the AAA session duration is one RTT shorter (see Figure 2). 

Furthermore, the server allocates a certain amount of memory, MAlloc during each 

authentication session and the overall memory need is calculated by Equation 5. 

Finally, the CPU utilization is calculated by Equation 6 using the summarized value 

of the RSA calculation rate, RRSA and the database lookup rate, RDB for each CPU. If 

the CPU utilization is less than 1 the CPU is sufficient to handle the wanted number 

of users. 

 

7.4 Experimental Results 
In order to determine the performance of a typical AAA system, a test bed and an 

experimental environment was created with one low-end and one high-end system. 

The two example servers evaluated are an Intel Pentium 4, 1.4 GHz and 1 GB RAM 

which is compared to a server equipped with dual Intel Xeon E5405 Quad Core CPUs 

and 32 GB RAM. Both systems are running 32-bit Fedora Core 12 operating system, 

FreeRadius 2.1.8 and MySQL 5.1.41 with the same configuration. 

 

 

 
Figure 7.5 RSA key calculations 

 

Figure 7.5 shows the amount of RSA key calculations that two example servers 

can carry out per second for 512, 1024 and 2048 key lengths. The results are achieved 

using a benchmark function of the openssl [88] implementation. The openssl library is 
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the same one as used by the FreeRadius server for cryptographic functions. Results 

show that even though there is a significant difference between the two systems the 

Intel Pentium 4 supports >550 512 bit signs per second. 

 

 

 
Figure 7.6 MySQL database lookups 

 

A common user database for a larger AAA system is based on a SQL database 

such as MySQL [89]. Figure 7.6 shows benchmarking results performed on a simple 

user database consisting of three fields with fixed length, namely username, password 

and IP address. Results show that the server performance suffers when the user 

database increases in size. The low-end system was only able to make 7 lookups per 

second when the database contained 100 000 entries. 
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Table 7.1 Typical values 

 

Table 1 shows average measured values for a WiFi network where the AAA 

server running on the high-end system is located on the same subnet. By feeding these 

values into equations 2-6 we are able to determine the performance that can be 

expected of this system. Equations 2 and 3 are using the average RTT in order to 

determine the total AAA completion time. The RTT however is a dynamic value that 

depends on a number of factors along the way and is likely to vary between each 

instance. In an IP network the observed RTT for any destination has proven to be 

fairly Poisson distributed [90]. Using this fact, we can create a 95% confidence 
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interval within which the observed RTTs are likely to fall. Using this method we can 

strengthen the conclusion by saying it will be true for 95% or more of the cases. The 

confidence interval for a Possion distribution is created by the following formulae 

where α is the confidence interval limit and d is the expected value. 
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Figure 7.7 RTT confidence interval 
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Figure 7.8 Auth/s based on bandwidth 

 

 

Figure 7.9 Auth/s based on server memory 

 

From the above results we can see that the main bottleneck when it comes to AAA 

performance is the server computational power when there are a high proportion of 

WiFi users and a strong encryption scheme is applied. Also, the network link 

bandwidth for WiFi scenarios where the AAA server is close to the access network 

(low RTT) and the user database is relatively small may be an issue. When 

considering an AAA architecture with global roaming support the conditions change 

quite significantly and we can see that with higher RTT, server memory becomes an 
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issue since each authentication takes more time and therefore will allocate memory 

for a longer time period. Large ISPs and companies may have a large number of 

users. In such cases, where the user database exceeds 10000 entries or so, the 

performance of the user database becomes a critical issue as well. Optimization when 

it comes to database engine choice etc. and load balancing may be used in order to 

speed up this process. 

 

7.5 Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented a theoretical and experimental study on questions 

regarding the scalability of an AAA system for supporting global roaming in a 

heterogeneous access network environment. A typical reference system was created 

and studied in terms of performance in many aspects. WiFi networks supporting 

WPA2 were identified as the most demanding application, AAA performance wise, 

among commonly used technologies. Only in WiFi networks with strong TLS 

encryption was the main AAA performance bottleneck identified as the AAA server 

CPU performance. A modern server CPU is able to perform >6000 auth/s which is far 

more than a 1 GBit/s network interface can handle. The main reason for performance 

issues in large AAA systems were identified as the network link to the AAA server 

and the performance of the user database. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future work 
 

 

This chapter concludes the thesis with discussions regarding the issues addressed 

and the outcomes of the thesis work compared to related work presented in chapter 3. 

Presented work is evaluated and opportunities for future work are discussed. 

 

 

8.1 Summary 
 

The main research question established in the beginning of this thesis was how to 

enable secure and scalable roaming support in heterogeneous access networks. This 

question was basically approached from two different directions, namely with focus 

on AAA handling and metrics for access network evaluation respectively. The general 

goal was to reduce service degradations related to handovers between access networks 

and to increase security in vulnerable networking scenarios. 

A measurement method and mathematical model was developed to estimate 

available network path bandwidth for network selection purposes using only low 

impact probing packets. The main advantage of this method is that measurements are 

carried out without flooding the network and there by minimally affecting the 

performance. Another advantage is that since the method is based on periodic low 

bandwidth measurements at relatively short intervals it provides good responsiveness. 

Looking at the AAA side, a mechanism was developed, both on a conceptual level 

and in the form of a real world prototype that provides a uniform handling of AAA 

routines, regardless of access technology. The main advantage of this mechanism is 

that the former typically technology specific implementations of AAA protocol and 

server can be extended to support multiple access technologies using the same AAA 

infrastructures. This is a key requirement in order to enable secure roaming across 

technology and service provider domains. 

Finally, an analytical and experimental scalability study was performed on AAA 

system and servers in order to determine the capacity of a given system. The main 

purpose is to provide a base for design guidelines and for determining resource 

requirements when designing large scale AAA infrastructures. 

 

8.2 Comparison with Related Work 
 

As compared to related work presented in chapter 3, this thesis makes the 

following contributions: 

 

1. A mechanism for providing uniform handling of device configuration by 

AAA protocols regardless of access technology. 

2. Design guidelines for creating a scalable AAA infrastructure taking both 

network and CPU load considerations into account. 

3. A measurement method and model that eliminates the need for flooding a 

network link in order to determine available bandwidth. 
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The mechanism for uniform handling of AAA based configuration provides a 

useful addition to the related work presented in section 3.2. By extending available 

AAA mechanisms with uniform handling of AAA related tasks a true heterogeneous 

multi operator environment can be achieved. By further additions such as context 

transfer capabilities, such as the ones described in [39], [40], and [41] the 

authentication delays can be kept to a minimum. 

When it comes to AAA architecture scalability, most related work focuses at 

analyzing individual protocols whereas the work presented in this thesis aims to 

identify bottlenecks when the system is viewed as a whole. By identifying the 

potential bottlenecks in a fully implemented system, a design engineer can focus on 

these areas when building a system.  

In comparison to the work presented by Hartikainen el. al. [35] the proposed 

measurement method is more suited for high frequency measurements since the 

impact on network bandwidth is lower. It is however less precise since the available 

bandwidth is estimated from perceived delay and jitter whereas the BART tool makes 

an accurate measurement of the momentary bandwidth during a short time span. 

 

 

8.3 Future Work 
 

The contributions described in this thesis should be seen as steps towards fulfilling 

the stated research question. The proposed solutions provide improvements and/or 

additions to related work in the area and will contribute to research as well as to 

companies in their quest to improve and provide mobility solutions in heterogeneous 

networking environments. There are, however still a number of interesting topics to 

look into in order to provide a feasible solution for reliable mobility support. 

 Future work includes adding AAA context transfer support to the proposed 

architecture in order to provide lower handover latencies. Also, a larger scale real-

world implementation will be developed with connections to 3G/LTE networks and 

publicly available WiFi networks in order to extend and improve service access in 

central Skellefteå. The city of Skellefteå has a fiber optic network owned by 

Skellefteå Kraft AB that reaches ~20 000 customers and also ~50 WiFi access points 

down town and at special locations in the surroundings. We intend to implement a 

AAA infrastructure that supports connections over both Ethernet and WiFi as well as 

3G and CDMA2000 using the same roaming profile. A number of experiments and 

evaluations will then take place in this testbed. 

Another area that will be explored is how to support not only human users but also 

sensors and other M2M solutions in a secure way in heterogeneous networking 

environment. This part is also planned to be implemented in the city of Skellefteå 

within the framework of the Sense Smart City project [91]. 

Standardization work within the IETF, IEEE and 3GPP will be closely followed 

since many new standards within this area are likely to arise in the near future. Also, 

the upcoming deployment of LTE networks in large parts of Sweden will open up for 

new opportunities and possibilities. 
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List of Abbreviations 

 

3G 

 

3rd generation mobile communication 

3GPP 

 

3G Partnership Project 

4G 

 

4th generation mobile communication 

AAA 

 

Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting 

ABC 

 

Alway Best Connected 

AHP 

 

Analytic Hierarchical Process 

AP 

 

Access Point 

AR 

 

Access Router 

ARP 

 

Address Resolution Protocol 

BPSK 

 

Binary Phase Shift Keying 

BU 

 

Binding Update 

CA 

 

Certificate Authority 

CBR 

 

Constant Bit Rate 

CDMA 

 

Code Division Multiple Access 

CHAP 

 

Challenge Authentication Protocol 

CN 

 

Correspondent Node 

CoA 

 

Care-of Address 

CoTI 

 

Care-of Test Init 

CPU 

 

Central Processing Unit 

DHCP 

 

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

DNS 

 

Domain Name System 

EAP 

 

Extensible Authentication Protocol 

ESS 

 

Extended Service Set 

FA 

 

Foreign Agent 

FFT 

 

Fast Fourier Transform 

FTP 

 

File Transfer Protocol 

GPRS 

 

General Packet Radio Service 

GPS 

 

Global Positioning System 

GUI 

 

Graphical User Interface 

GW 

 

Gateway 

HA 

 

Home Agent 

HoA 

 

Home Address 

HoTI 

 

Home Address Test Init 

HSPA 

 

High Speed Packet Access 
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HTTP 

 

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

ICMP 

 

Internet Control Message Protocol 

IEEE 

 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

IETF 

 

Internet Engineering Task Force 

IKE 

 

Internet Key Exchange 

IMS 

 

IP Multimedia Subsystem 

IP 

 

Internet Protocol 

ISP 

 

Internet Service Provider 

ITU 

 

International Telecommunication Union 

L2TP 

 

Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol 

LAN 

 

Local Area Network 

LCP 

 

Link Control Protocol 

LTE 

 

Long Term Evolution 

MAC 

 

Media Access Control 

MAM 

 

Mobility Application Manager 

MAP 

 

Mobility Anchor Point 

MCDM 

 

Multi Criteria Decision Making 

MCHO 

 

Mobile Controlled Hand Over 

MIH 

 

Media Independent Handoff 

MIP 

 

Mobile IP 

MN 

 

Mobile Node 

MOS 

 

Mean Opinion Score 

NAT 

 

Network Address Translation 

NCHO 

 

Network Controlled Hand Over 

NCP 

 

Network Control Protocol 

NGN 

 

Next Generation Networking 

NTP 

 

Network Time Protocol 

OSI 

 

Open Systems Interconnection 

PAE 

 

Port Access Entity 

PAP 

 

Password Authentication Protocol 

PDP 

 

Policy Decision Point 

PEP 

 

Policy Enforcement Point 

PIN 

 

Personal Identification Number 

PKI 

 

Public Key Infrastructure 

PPP 

 

Point-to-Point Protocol 

PR 

 

Policy Repository 
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PSK 

 

Pre-Shared Key 

QoE 

 

Quality of Experience 

QoS 

 

Quality of Service 

RADIUS 

 

Remote Access Dial In User Service 

RAM 

 

Random Access Memory 

RAT 

 

Radio Access Technology 

RFC 

 

Request For Comments 

RNL 

 

Relative Network Load 

RSA 

 

Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman 

RTT 

 

Round-Trip Time 

RVM 

 

Running Variance Metric 

SA 

 

Security Association 

SCTP 

 

Stream Control Transfer Protocol 

SIM 

 

Subscriber Identity Module 

SIP 

 

Session Initiation Protocol 

SNR 

 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

SSID 

 

Service Set Identidier 

SSL 

 

Secure Sockets Layer 

TACACS 

 

Terminal Access Controller Access Control Sys. 

TCP 

 

Transmission Control Protocol 

TLS 

 

Transport Layer Security 

UDP 

 

User Datagram Protocol 

UMTS 

 

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

URI 

 

Universal Resouce Identifier 

WAN 

 

Wide Area Network 

WEP 

 

Wired Equivalent Privacy 

WLAN 

 

Wireless LAN 

VoIP 

 

Voice over IP 

WPA 

 

WiFi Protected Access 

WWAN 

 

Wireless WAN 
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